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The purpose of this report is to consolidate the history of environmental uranium studies
conducted by SRS and to describe the status of uranium in the environment. The report is
intended to be a "living document" that will be updated periodically. This draft issue, February
1992, documents studies that occurred from 1954 to 1989.
Data in this report are taken primarily from annual and semiannual environmental reports for
SRS. Semiannual reports were published from 1954 through 1962. Annual reports have been






Uranium is a universally present element that can be found the concentrations are below 0.01 ppm (Barker et al., 1965).
in surface soils and water supplies in virtually all parts of the For the Savannah River Site, the "average" background
world. The global concentration of uranium is roughly 0.2 surface water concentration for uranium is approximately
parts per million (ppm) in soil. This value includes known 10"5ppm.
ore deposits that range from 282 ppm sandstones to some
small pitchblend deposits that run as high as 169,600 ppm As part of the National Uranium Resources Evaluation
(Eisenbud, 1987). In naturally occurring, non-ore rocks, (NURE) project in the 1970s, over 1000 well water samples
uranium concentrations may range from 0.03 ppm in some were collected from the Augusta - Aiken area and through-
areas and up to 400 ppm in some phosphate rocks, which out the area defined by the National Topographic Map
have been considered as commercial sources of uranium Series (NTMS) Augusta l° x 2° quadrangle. The resultant
(Clegg and Foley, 1958, NCRP, 1975). average uranium concentration for this area (several thou-
sand square miles) was 3.5 x l0 a ppm with some levels as
As a result ofthe generally higher uranium concentrations in high as 0.03 ppm (Jones, 1979).
phosphate materials, the use of high phosphate fertilizers
adds significantly to, the level of uranium and its decay There is no anthropogenic mechanism for the formation of
products in both the surface soils of agricultural areas and uranium (as is the case of _4Cor _-'9n3_I).However, the very
rain run-off from these soils. Consequently, produce grown long half-lives of ali of the major isotopes of uranium have
with such fertilizers contains slightly elevated amounts of ensured that the concentrations noted above will remain
uranium. The averageyearlyhumanintakeof_raniumfrom essentially constant over an extended period of time.
all sources is about 0.7-1.4 nanocuries (!-2 m_crogram of Though the composition can vary widely depending on
natural uranium) per day (Welford and Bai_d, 1967, ICRP, origin, the relative percentages of the major isotopes in
1979,Singh et al., 1990), with the majority ef this coming natural uranium are approximately: 2_aUm99.27%,
from fruits and vegetables _own with phosphate fertilizers '-35U--.0.72%, and '-'uU--0.0055%.
(Eisenbud, 1987). Inhaled ash from coal and oil-fired
electrical generation plants was one of the major contribu- For regulatory purposes, natural uranium is often treated as
tors to human dose prior to the first clean air legislation, a chemical toxin rather than a radiological hazard. This is
Although this source has dropped since the late 1970s, it is reflected in the fact that the interim drinking water limits for
still a minor contributor to the total yearly individual uranium concentration are given in parts per billion as
uranium dose (Eisenbud, 1987). opposed to activity per unit volume (40 CFR 141.15). Like
most other heavy metals, uranium in very high concentra-
Uranium in surface water and ground water may be as high tions may cause renal problems and, in general, the metal
as several parts per million in some locations, but generally and its salts are quite toxic (Merck, !983).
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Uranium in the Savannah River Site Environment
Releases of uranium have occurred at the Savannah River Unlike the natural isotopic distribution of uranium men-
Site (SRS) since the start of the facility in the early fifties, tioned, the uranium currently used at the Savannah River
These releases have generally been associated with the Site is either enriched or depleted in :-_sUrelative to natural
fabrication of reactor fuel and target elements (M Area), or uranium. Uranium recovered from SRS processes may
the chemical processing of spent target and fuel material (F contain as little as 0.2% :3"_Uand enriched material may be
and H Areas). Releases have primarily been in the form of as high as 97% -_-_U. For comparison, commercial power
particulates into the atmosphere (F, H, and M Areas), reactors normally use ur_niumthat is !.5%to3.0% 2"_sU.In
solution and particulates to the streams (M Area), and ali cases the uranium used at SRS has been chemically
seepage basins (F, H, M, and A Areas). Additionally, there purified. Because of the relatively long half-lives of the
have beensome unplanned releases to streams, air, soil, and uranium isotopes, SRS uranium has undetectable amounts
seepage basins. Because of the fairly low specific activity of the lower atomic-number decay products such as
(-..7xi0 "7curies per gram) the released uranium does not actinium, polonium, and radium that are present in natural
constitute one of the major contributors to the SRS total uranium. Ali of these have been removed chemically and
environmental dose. The total quantity of uranium currently have not had time to _ow back to a measurable devee. The
released from operational facilities is kept quite low lack of daughter products in uranium used in SRS processes
(...0.2 kg per year from the M Area Liquid Effluent make it possible to distinguish SRS releases from naturally
Treatment Facility) and has not been observed to mi_ate in occurring deposits of uranium in and around the site.
any significant amounts after deposition in the immediate
area of the initial release.
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Chapter 2.
Uranium Releasesto the Environment
..
Operationsat SRS involve theuse of uraniumin both researchand productionareas. The
isotopiccompositionmay varybecauseuraniumthat hasbeen eitherenrichedor depletedin
the_sU-isotope andnaturaluranium,which is nativeto the soil andwaterof the SRS,are
presentoa the site. Uraniumon the site is presentin manychemical forms,such as the
metallicuranium anduranium-aluminumalloy in fuel andtargetassemblies, varioussalts,
such as uranylnitrateor uranylsulfate,presentin the separationsprocessstreams,and
metaloxides (principallyUO3andU3Os)producedat theend of the separationsprocess.
Small amountsof otherchemical formsarepresenton the site foruse in researchwork,
primarilyat the SavannahRiverLaboratory(SRL). Naturallyoccurringuraniumis present
in SRS soil andwaterprincipallyas metaloxides.
Uraniumreleases haveoccurredprincipallyfromfuel fabricatior andspentfuel processing
facilities. Smallerreleases have occurredfromwaste storageandresearchareas. These
releaseshaveoccurredto the atmosphere,site streams,and the ground.The majorityof
these havebeen predictedreleases resultingfromsuch unavoidablesituationsasthe natural
imperfectionof filtrationmedia.
This Chapterdescribesthe origins of documenteduraniumreleases andtheirroutes tothe
environment.These arereleases thatwere anticipatedandwere measuredeitheras
uraniumor as partof a gross.alphameasurement.
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SpecificUranium Analysesand Unidentified Alpha
Some SRS facilities that release uranium also release However,no attemptwas made to scale any datawhen dual
plutonium and other transuranic alpha emitting analyses were not run because no consistent correlations
radionuclides. Specific radiochemicalanalyses foruranium between thedata were found.
were performed to distinguish uranium releases from
releases of the more hazardous transuranium elements. In Mostof thereleasedataweretaken fromCummins, Hetrick,
some facilities, wheresignificant releasesof alpha-emitting and Martin, 1991,which summarizesSRSreleasescovering
radionuclides were not anticipated, only gross-alpha (also the period 1954 through 1989.
called unidentified or unknown alpha) analyses were
performed to provide an indication of the presence of Releases of radioactivity are expressed in curies. To
unexpected alpha emitters. The release tables in this estimatethecorrespondingweightofreleased uranium,the
Chapterindicatewhich values arederived fromuranium- specific activity for the given isotopic mixture must be
specific radiochemical analyses and which were derived calculated.For the"natural"uranium(99.27%z_U, 0.7?'_
fromgross-alphanalyses,ln onefacility,theSRLseepage _U, and 0.0055% _U), this specific activity i,,
basins,bothanalyseswereperformedovera 10-yearperiod. 692nanocuriespergram(3190pounds/curie).
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ReleasesFrom SeparationsFacilities
The separations facilities (F and H Areas) at SRS the atmosphere. The Purexprocesshasoperatedsince1954
chemically purified the desired radionuclides that were except for !957 and 1958 when new equipment was
produced in the reactors. These facilities, along with other installed in the canyon buildings.
DOE installations, also recycled the uranium used as reactor
fuel. Therefore, both of these areas had the potential for The atmospheric releases from the F-Area 291 stack are
releasing uranium, shown in Figure 2-1. The sharp drop-off in 195%58 and the
lower emission levels in 1959 and subsequent years are due
Uranium releases to the environment occurred at the to the modernization of the process equipment mentioned
chemical separation facilities from the first days of opera- previously. During 1957 and 1958 there was no processing
rien. In the past, releases occurred to the atmosphere, to of uranium through the facility; however, the ventilation
seepage basins, and, to a lesser extent, to plant streams. The system continued to function. Production levels increased
basins were taken out of service in December 1988 and were through the 1960s reaching a maximum just before the end
stabilized and covered with a low permeability cap to reduce of the decade. Again, this is reflected in the emission rates.
infiltration of contaminants to the groundwater. Monitoring Subsequent to 1968, lowered production has resulted in a
of the groundwater near the old basins continues, much lower release rate. Also, since 1970, greater emphasis
has been placed on lowering emissions because of the
greater attention to environmental matters and the generally
F Area declining background radiation levels from nuclear fallout.
If we assume that the two years, 1957 and 1958, when the
The F-Area facilities deal primarily with the isolation of facility was shut down represent the background values for
zagPufrom _U target material by the Purex process. Target the atmospheric release monitors, then the majority of the
slugs made of depleted uranium are stripped of their releases in recent years have been at background levels.
aluminum cladding and dissolved in nitric acid. TheUgPu is Total releases of uranium from 1955 to 1988 from the 291-F
then separated from the uranium by solvent extraction with stack are 0.648 curies. This translates to a yearly average
30% tributyl phosphate in n-paraffin solvent (Bebbington, release rate of 0.018 curies per year, which is comparable to
1990). Several stagesofcontactorsandcentrifugalsepara- the releases of uranium from a 250 MWe coal-fired
tors are used to segregate the plutonium, fission and electrical powerplant(Nakaokaetal., 1984).
activation products, and the uranium into separate aqueous
streams. The uranium is then converted from uranyl nitrate
into _UO3, which is stored for future use.
0.12 -
F-Area Releases to Atmosphere -
o.1o -
The main routes for uranium releases from this facility are
through the process ventilation vents and the aqueous 0.08-
stripping streams. Ali process vessels are vented at the rate
of 50 cfm (Starks, 1977) in order to prevent chemical fumes
and radioactivity from backing up into the main canyon "_
0.06
area. The air is then routed through high efficiency ta
particulate air (HEPA) filters and through large sand filters 0.04
before being released through the main process stack. Air
from other areas of the process is directly vented to the sand 0.02
filter before being discharged from the stack. The sand filter
removes 99.98% of the incident radioactive material. Air
from a few remaining areas of the facility is sent through 0.00 ., .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... ,
HEPA filters and then directed to the stack without passing 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
through the sand filter (Starks, 1977). Offgas from the Year
/ ' i_e passes through bag filters before being discharged to Figure 2-1. Uranium Releases to the Atmosphere, F Area
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F-Area Releases to Seepage Basins 2.0-
Useof BasinsDiscontinued
Priorto late 1988, low-level radioactiveliquidwasteswere
dischargedto earthenseepagebasins. Most of the
radionuclides dischargedto the seepage basins were either 1.5 -
immobilized by complexationwith the clays in the bottom
andsides of the basinormovedslowly awayfromthebasins
in groundwater(some tritiumand iodine volatilized from .= 1.0
the basin to the atmosphere). Tritiumand 1_I move away
from the basins at essentially the same speed as the
groundwater.Use of theseepagebasinswas discontinuedin I'
1988 andthe low-level liquidwastes are now processed in 0.5
the Effluent Treatment Faci'ity (ETF). In ETF ali
radionuclides, except tritium, areremovedfrom the waste
water and entombed in saltcretein a similarfashion as the 0.0 ............ , ............. --
decontaminated salts anticipatedfrom the Defense Waste 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
Processing Facility (DWPF). The decontaminated water Year
exiting '...=-"rFis dischargedto UpperThreeRuns Creek.
Figure2-2. UraniumReleasestoSeepageBasins,F Area
Aqueous high level waste streams and the exhausted
aqueous process streamsareconcentratedby use of steam dissolvers,which provide a mixture of many fission and
heated evaporators. After removal of the water, the activationproductsasapotentialcontaminantofthecooling
concentratedwaste streamproceeds to the high-levelwaste system. Uraniumis a predominantchemicalconstituentof
tank farm for storage until DWPF is functional. The this mixture,but themajorityof thealpha activityis due to
condensatefrom theevaporatorspasses througharoughing thetransuranicactivationproducts.
filterand, from 1955-1988, went to the seepage basins as
indicated above. Though this waste stream is primarily Inorderto minimizereleasesof radioactivityintothe cool-
condensed steam, it is contaminatedby small amountsof ing system when a leak does occur, positive pressureis
volatile elements such as cesium and iodine. Because of maintainedin thecooling coils in ali processvessels. After
spatteringin theevaporator,some uraniumis also presentin the waterhas been used, it is monitoredandreleased into
thecondensatewaste stream. Additionalroutinesourcesof FourMile Ceek. Should activity levels in the waterpre-
waste water formerlydischarged to seepage basins include elude the dischargeof the water to the creek, the contami-
process drains. Some processcooling water has also been nated water is held in a plastic-lined diversionbasin and
routedto the seepage basins whenevaporator cooling coil transferredtoeitherthe H-Areawaste tankfarm,orit is sent
leaksoccurred, toETF forcleaning. Inthe past,waterin thediversionbasin
that was too radioactive for release to the stream was
_, Figure2-2 shows the releases to the F-Areaseepage basin pumpedto the seepage basins as indicated in the previous
_ system from 1955 to 1988, when thereleaseswere stopped, section.
-_ Though thereare no strongcorrelations to productionrates,
which were seen in the atmosphericreleasedata,therehave Radioactivity levels are measured slightly downstream
generallybeen loweryearly releasessince 1970. fromthe releasefromthe F-Areacooling system. Specific
radiochemical analyses for uraniumand plutoniumare not
made on water discharged from the segregated cooling
F-Area Releases to Streams watersystem. Becausethecooling waterused inthe process
is pumped from deep wells drawing from the Middendorf
Cooling water forportionsof the F-Areaseparation process aquifer(as is thedrinkingwater forFArea), a portionof the
line is pumped fromdeep wells and dischargedto FourMile activity measuredat the outfall is present beforeuse due to
Creekafteruse. This waterhasbeenusedeitherinthe"once traceamountsof naturalradioactivityinthewell water.The
through"or the "segregated" cooling watersystems usedto natural background activity of the cooling water is not
control temperatures in theseparations process. Because of measured, but can be inferred by examining the activity
thepossibilityof acooling coil leakage, thesecooling water measured in drinkingwater samples. The data on gross
streamshave the potentialto containmeasurableamountsof alpha activity found in F-Area drinkingwater samples in
radioactivity. Cooling coils are used in the head end 1989 aresummarized in Table 2-1 (Cummins, Martin,and
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Table 2-1. Gro_ Alpha Activity in F-Area Drinking Water, 1989
Sample No. Max Cone Min Cone Annual
Location _ _ _ Average. pCi/L
221-F 13 12.4 0.78 4.40 -¢,.3.37*
701-1F 4 7.47 1.90 3.85 + 2.47*
704-F 5 5.09 1.47 3.26 + 1.29"
772-F 5 7.09 1.24 4.41 + 2.60*
Overall Average 3.98 + 5.08t
* The error value listed is the standard deviation (lo error)
"1"The error value listed was calculated using the propagation of errors method
Todd, 1990) and are typical of values obtained in prior A plot of gross alpha activity in the drinking water and
years, cooling water from F Area confirms that the two are
equivalent except during periods of known cooling coil
An estimate of the average gross alpha concentration in leaks as shown in Figure 2-3. Leaks occurred in cooling
cooling water can be obtained by dividing the annt,alrelease coils in 1955, 1956, and 1984.
(curies) by the annual total flow (liters) listed in Cummins,
Hetrick, and Martin (1991). The resulting range of values Annual releases to Four Mile Creek are shown in Figure 2-4.
obtained for the period 1954-1988 was 087 pCi/L to As noted previously, the uncorrected "unidentified alpha"
19.61 pCi/L with an average of 3.I8-,-3.94 pCi/L. This levels must be used to estimate the possible uranium
average is not significantly different from the average releases to the stream. No corrections are made to the"un-
drinking water concentration in F Area in 1989. This identified alpha" data because in most cases the drinking
suggests that the gross alpha activity discharged in F-Area water data agree with the release data. For the following
cooling water is primarily the naturally occurring activity described incidents or process equipment failures, isotopic
found in the well water from which the cooling water is analyses would have been helpful but were not performed.
derived. The high releases in 1955 and 1956 were associated with
evaporator coil leaks. Alpha spectrometry measurements on
a few samples taken in late 1955 attributedthe predominant
20 -_
F DrinkingWater 0.05 -
_, F Cooling Water





0 ,...., .... , i
'1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989 0.00 ,...., .... , ..... , .... , .... , .... , .... ,
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
Year
Figure 2-3. Gross Alpha Activity in DrinkingWaterand Figure 2-4. GrossalphaReleases to Streams,F Area
C.oolingWater,F Area
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activity to U_, but the presence of plutonium cannot be e+0-;
ruled out. The 1984 release resulted from run-off to the __
storm sewer system from the uranium recovery facilities
(A-Line). The 1984 release was probablypredominantly eq
depleted uranium.
e-2_
H Area "= -
u e-3
Enricheduraniumfuel elements areprocessedin the 221-H "_
canyon building using the HM process. This process is =.
similarto thePurexprocessexcept thata mercurycatalyst is e-4.
used in orderto facilitatethe controlleddissolution of the
uranium-aluminumalloy usedforfuel fabrication.The HM
process was designed primarily to recover _sU from e-5 .... , .... , .... , ..... , .... , .... , .... ,
enriched fuels thatareusedin theSRS reactors. Some used 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
fuels fromothersourcesare also processedin HArea. Fuel Year
elements processed in H Area contain from 1.1% to 94% Figure2-5. UraniumReleasesto theAtmosphere,HArea
_sU (Hyderet al., 1979). The higher enrichments were in
those fuels used at SRS, andthe lower enrichedfuels were
used at otherDOE sites.
H-Area Releases to Seepage Basins
Even after a complete irradiationin the reactors, most of
_sU remains in the fuel elements. Therefore, recoveryand As with F Area, the evaporatoroverheads and run-off from
recycle of the unburnedz3sufrom fission and activation is some portions of the drainage system were directed into
highly desirable, seepage basins priorto 1988. The specific sources for the
evaporator feeds to the seepage basins were the head end
ForSRS fuels, the enriched uraniumis segregatedfromthe evaporator,low-level segregatedwaste, low-activity rerun
undesiredmaterials and a criticallysafe, dilute solutionis waste, segregatedsolvent recyclesump,gangvalve corridor
shipped offsite for reduction to uranium metal. The sumps,waterhandlingwasteandA-linesumps. Allofthese
resultingmetal is returnedto SRSfor incorporationintonew areclassified as low- or no-activitywaste streamsand are
fuel for the reactors. The dilute solutions resulting from sent to the general purposeevaporator. In this evaporator
processingslightly enriched fuels fromotherDOE facilities the volume of the feed streams is reduced and the
arealso shipped offsite forrecyclingof the fissile material, condensatefromtheevaporatorwas directedto theseepage
basins. Again, volatile radionuclidessuch as cesium and
iodine would have passedthroughthe evaporatorhad they
H-Area Releases to Atmosphere been present. If spattering of the feed stream occurred
duringevaporation,therecould have been carry-overof the
The atmospheric venting system of the H-Area facilities is otherelements as weil. Figure2-6 shows the releases of
similar to FArea. Ali ventilationair passes througheither uraniumto the H-Areaseepage basins fromstartupuntil the
thesand filter,HEPAfilters, fiberglass particulatefilters,or cessation of theiruse in 1988. As with thepreviousgraphs,
a combination of these filters, releasesduringthe lifetime of the basin have declined with
reducedproductionand betterretentionof waste materials.
The yearly releases of uraniumfrom the 291-H stack are The total lifetime recordeduraniumrelease through 1988
shown in Figure2-5. Incontrastto thedatafromFArea, the forH-Areato these basins is 1.421 curies of uranium.
pre- andpost-1970 dataarenotmarkedlydifferent. There
was a trendtowardslower emission levels in later yearsas
the total amountof material processed at the facility also
declined. The totalatmosphericrelease of uraniumfor the
lifetime of the facility through1989 is 0.286 curies.
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0.30 - H-Area Releases to Streams
Use of BasinsDiscontinued
0.25 - As with F Area, portions of the H-Area process equipment
are cooled with water derived from deep wells. After use,
0.20 the cooling water is monitored and discharged into Four
Mile Creek. Figure 2-7 shows the estimated uranium
releases from H Area based on unmodified, unidentified
O.lS
alpha data. The comparison between effluent monitoring
data are in fairly close agreement with the drinking water
0.10 data. Drinking water data for 1989 are shown in Table 2-2.
The range of values of annual average concentrations
0.05 obtained from release data was 0.77-10.75 pCi/L, with an
average of 4.05 ,. 2.84 pCi/L for the period 1955-1988 (H
Area did not begin operations until 1955).
0.00
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989 A plot (Figure 2-8) of gross alpha activity in the drinking
Year water and cooling water from H Area confirms that the two
Figure 2-6. UraniumReleases to SeepageBasins, H Area are equivalent except during periods of known cooling coil
leaks.
Table 2-2. Gross Alpha Activity in H-Area Drinking Water, 1989
Sample No. Max Cone Min Conc Annual
_ J?.C,j_ _ Average. t_i/L
221-H 14 5.74 0.94 3.04 + 1.53"
701-1H 5 3.77 1.91 2.68 + 0.73*
704-H 5 4.48 1.02 2.91 :l:1.41"
Overall Average 2.88 + 2.20t"
* The error value listed is the standard deviation (lo error)
t" The error value listed was calculated using the propagation of errors method
2.0e-2 -1 15 -
t
No Dam, - .--.-4---- H Drinking,Water1971-73
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Figure 2-7. Gross alpha Releases to Streams,HArea Figure 2-8. Gross Alpha Activity in DrinkingWater and
Cooling Water,H Area
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ReleasesFrom Fuel Fabrication Facilities
Fuel and target assemblies used in the SRS reactors are cladding process, several steps take piace that have the
fabricatedonsite fromaluminumanduraniummetal. These potentialof puttinguraniumin solution.
assemblies areproducedintheMAreafacilities andemploy
machining of uranium and cladding of uranium with The uraniumtargetslugsthemselvesaresurfaceetchedwith
aluminum. Machining of the uranium metal pieces is acid to provide a better bonding site for the cladding;
carriedout in a fashionsimilarto typicalmachiningof any consequently,this etchingsolutioncontainsupto 300_L, of
metalpartwhile the claddingis accomplishedby theuse of uranium. After cladding, the aluminum seals on the
dip-canningor pressswaging of the aluminumaroundthe uraniumslugs are testedby autoclavingthe slugs. If any
uraniumcores of the fuel andtargetelements(Bebbington, leaksarepresentinthecladding,slugrupturewill occurasa
1990). In a separateprocess, enricheduraniumfuel tubes result of reaction of the steam with the uranium. This
are manufactured by first alloying the uranium with ruptureis visible and theslugs canthenbe rejected. In the
aluminummetal. Aftermachining,the castalloy billets are event that slugs do rupture,the wash-down water of the
coextruded with purealuminumto formthe active core of autoclavecontainsparticulateuraniumoxide.
the fuel assemblies. The productionof uranium fuel and
targetelementsis accompaniedbygenerationof metalfines, The rejectedaluminumcladslugs have the aluminumand
filings, anddust. Otherprocessesinthemanufactureof fuel nickel claddingremoved in a sequential set of tanks---the
and target elements result in uraniumbeing dissolved or first containing sodium hydroxide and the second nitric
suspendedinsolutions. The majorityof these materialsare acid. Though the sodium hydroxide does not affect the
caughtandreturnedto theprocess,butsome losses dooccur, uranium,thenitricaciddissolves someof the uraniumin the
processof removingthe nickelcoatingon theuranium.The
Releases of uraniumfrom MAreato the environmenthave liquidstreamsresultingfromthese processeswereformerly
occurredin three forms;stack releases to the atmosphere, treatedby precipitatingas muchof thedissolvedmaterialas
liquid releases to the seepage basin system, and liquid possible and then filtering the solution to remove the
releases to SteedPond andTires Branch. suspendedsolids.
In the past, overflow containing low concentrationsof
M-Area Releases to Atmosphere uranium from several points in this system was discharged
to the facility sewer system, and some of the outflow
Though activity release alarms were in place on building
exhausts from the first days of operation,chronic atmos-
pheric releases from M ?,rea were not measured priorto le-4 -
1975. However, even the highest recordedyearly release
was only 0.0001 curies. The recordedreleases from the
M-Areastacks areshown in Figure2-9. While thereis no 8e-5
definitive pattern to the releases here,itshouldbe notedthat
thehighestrecordedatmosphericreleasewas nearly10,000
times less thanthe peak atmosphericreleases from FArea. _ 6e-5
The total recordedrelease of uraniumfrom1975 to 1989 is ._
1.7 x 10"_-curies.This is the equivalent of about 80 g of (J 4e-5
,.o





The largestreleasesof uraniumonsitehaveoccurredfrom 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
theM AreatoTiresBranch,oneof theonsitetributariesof Year
the SavannahRiver. During the targetmachiningand Figure2-9. UraniumReleasestotheAtmosphere,M Area
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10 - The measured M-Area releases to surface streams from
• 1955-1988 are shown in Figure 2-10. As might be expected
from production history, the peak release years occurred in
8 - the late 1960s and early 1970s with releases declining since
_ that time. The total recorded uranium release is 24.7 curies.
While this is a significant amount of depleted uranium,
6- stream sediment studies (discussed in Chapter 3) have
shown that the uranium is immobilized and is not migrating
= into the Savannah River. Elevated levels of other products
4 - of the fuel production process, such as chromium, lead,
2 uranium, these are bound in the stream sediments. (Pickett
and McDowell, 1990)
0 .......... _"i....i....,-.-:rr--"..-:-7-
i954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1964 1989 M-Area Releasesto SeepageBasin
Year
Figure 2-10. UraniumReleases to Streams,M Area The M-Area settling basin operation began in 1958 with the
construction of a settling basin for the retention of enriched
uranium released to the process sewer from 321-M. After
eventually reached the area surface water discharge system, two years of operation, the settling basin began to overflow
The direct release of drain water from the uranium target into Lost Lake.
production facility in M Area, was terminated in 1973 when
the process sewer discharges were diverted to the M-Area In 1973, the effluent from 313-M (uranium target elements)
settling basin, was diverted to the settling basin system, and, in 1979, other
significant process effluents containing uranium were
Uranium-aluminum alloy fuel production takes piace in diverted fromTimsBranch to the M-Area settling basin. In
Building 321-M. There is less handling and treatment of 1982 all process effluents were diverted to the basin. Alluse
unalloyed uranium metal in this process so there are far ofthesettlingbasinsystem ceased in 1985when the M-Area
lower releases of uranium. The initial alloying of z_sU Liquid Effluent Treatment Facility (LETF) became opera-
enriched uranium with aluminum is followed by extrusion tional. Wastes recovered from the LETF are being stored
cladding of the alloy with an additional layer of aluminum, prior to entombment in saltstone in Y Area.
Only the aluminum cladding is chemically cleaned. Floor
mop water, from housekeeping in the uranium-aluminum
alloy casting and machining room and from 322-M metal- 0.5-
lurgieal laboratory in which samples of the fuel tubes are
examined, was discharged to a process sewer. This sewer Use of Basins Discontinued
discharged to a settling basin that was specifically con- 0.4 -
strutted to prevent discharges of wastewater containing
trace quantities of enriched uranium from being released to
surface streams. Overflow from the settling basin subse- 0.3 -
quently occurred to a surface depression called Lost Lake,
which has no surface outlet. "= "
0.2
Both Building 321-M and the settling basin were con-
strutted in 1958. This settling basin was used for additional
process sewer releases and will be discussed later in this 0.1
section.
Significant releases to Tires Branch waters ended in 1979 0.0 =_ .. , .... , .... , ..... , ..... ,
with the diversion of the primary uranium release streams to 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
the settling basin. Ali releases of untreated process waste Year
water were diverted to the settling basin in May 1982. Figure 2-11, Uranium Releases to Seepage Basins, M Area
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Releases From Savannah River Laboratory ,Area
Though not a part of the immediate production process, the SRLReleasesto SeepageBasins
Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) performs analysis of
process samples for the plant portion of the site and conducts Prior to 1982 a series of four basins south of the technical
research in areas that involve the use of uranium and area was used for the disposal of iow-level radioactive waste
uranium compounds.. The exhaust from the high-level hot from buildings 773-A and 735-A. As with the seepage
cells or "caves", laboratory hood exhaust, and liquid trade basins in the production areas, the effluent stream was
waste are ali possible routes for release of uranium to the allowed to settle in the first three basins and overflow into
environment from SRL. The majority of the releases from the fourth basin from which there is no surface overflow. In
SRL have a low enough total activity that there is no this final basin, the clays lining the basin formed complexes
measurement of uranium as a separate species. These with the majority of the radionuclides and prevented their
releases were monitored as goss alpha, as indicated in the migration into the groundwater system.
discussion early in this Chapter.
From 1972 to 1982, uranium was measured as a separate
chemical species in the effluent to this basin. Prior to 1972,
SRL Releases to Atmosphere only unknown alpha was measured in addition to a few
nuclides of interest. The same -'3TNp, 2*_Cm, and 2s2Cf
During its existence, SRL has performed numerous analyses processing campaigns that contributed to the increases in
of fuel and target material, and it has also dealt with 23Spu, atmospheric releases also contributed to increases in
isotopes of americium, curium, californium, and many other seepage basin releases. Owing to changes in the research
transuranics with high specific alpha activities. The amount progams conducted there, the composition of the effluent
of these materials is small relative to the mass of uranium from SRL changes to a much greater extent than waste
handled in the facilities, but they could easily account for the streams in the production i'acilities.
majority of the alpha activity recorded. For that reason .'he
conversion of the alpha levels to uranium by the use of a During the period 1973-1982, both gross alpha and specific
simple ratio is unwarranted, uranium measurements were made on discharges to the SRL
basins. The total measured uranium release for the period
The main ventilation stack from SRL handles the ventilation
of the laboratory hoods, the hot hoods and the high-level hot
cells. While ali ventilation air now passes through a sand 6e..4 -
filter, some of the ventilation streams pass first through
HEPA filters, charcoal filters, caustic scrubbers, or a 5e-4- _ |
combination of these filters prior to reaching the sand filter. I_,
4e-4-
The historic atmospheric releases of alpha activity from the
SRL stack are shown in Figure 2-12 and Table 2-3 (see page
2-22). If the total unidentified alpha activity releases for this ..-- 3e-4 -
period are assumed to be uranium releases, this would be the u _
equivalent of 2.62 x 103 curies of uranium over the lifetime 2e-4 -
of the facility. Again, as most of the materials used in the
research areas of SRS have far higher, specific activities and le-4-
shorter half-lives than uranium, this should be considered an
upper limit value, and the true releases of uranium may be _,_
lower by orders of magnitude. Elevated releases observed 0 _ ..., .... .---__-, .... ¢-x.___________
during the period 1968-1971 coincided with the processing 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
"_4,4of "-'_TNp,- Cre, and "-5"-Cfin SRL facilities. Thus, much of Year
the activity released was probably not uranium. Figure 2-12. Gross alpha Releases to the Atmosphere, SRL
2-10 92o20aJ.Mt,8
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Figare 2-13. Gross Alpha Releases toSeepage Basins, SRL Figure 2-15. Gross alphaReleases toStreams,SRL
was 21.98 mCi while the gross alpha results indicated a total the lifetime of the basins (1954-1982) were 4.165 Ci based
release of 327 mCi of activity. Thus, for this period only on the gross analyses. Considering that 3.318 Ci ofthis total
6.7% of the activity released was due to uranium. The was released from 1968 to 1971 when known 237Np,2'_Cm,
historic gross alpha releases to the SRL basin system are and "-52Cfprocessing campaigns were in progress, it is
shown in Figure 2-13; the recorded uranium releases are unlikely that uranium releases exceeded 1 Ci during the
shown in Figure 2-14. Total releases of alpha emitters for lifetime of the basins.
6e-3 -
Useof Basins SRL Releases to Streams
Discontinued
5e-3 - Liquids from trade waste drains, some laboratory sinks, .
- storm drains and some floor sumps are released to a small
4e-3 - stream to the south of SRL. This stream runs into Tims
Branch, which runs into Upper Three Runs Creek.
- No Uranium Data, Typically, this effluent contains some chemical waste. In•-_ 3e-3 - 1954-1972
spite of the segregation of waste streams, some activity does
u . get into this effluent stream. Administrative controls have
2e-3 - been instituted to reduce the amount of material released
- through this route. Figure 2-15 and Table 2-3 show the
le-3 - effects of this control with the steadily declining releases.
. No monitoring data are available prior to 1970. The
maximum possible uranium activity released through this
0 _.. ......, .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , ..... , route is 5.85 x 10.3 curies during the period when there was
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989 active monitoring(1970-1989).
Year
Figure 2-14. Uranium Releases to Seepage Basins, SRL
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ReleasesFrom CMX/TNX
The CMX/TNX area of SRS is a facility devoted primarily equipment has also been developed and tested at TNX. The
to pilot plant testing of various engineering aspects of the majority of these tests were performed with "cold" material,
plutonium and tritium production processes. In the last but some natural uranium was used in the fuel and t'--,get
several years, significant work has been done at TNX in the development work.
development of waste vitrification systems for containment
of high-level wastes. Various fuel and target fabrication The only planned releases of uranium at the CMXrrNx
facilities were to a seepage basin. These releases are shown
e+0--, in Figure 2-16 and Table 2-3 (see page 2-25). Fuel
_-" development took piace in 1968-69, and it is likely that
- either releases to the seepage basin were not monitored or
e-1 -:. the monitoring equipment was not sensitive enough t(,
- detect the very small continuing releases until the next year
e-2 -:. in which a value is shown--1978.
In addition to the planned releases, approximately 454 kg ofe-3
"= ":- uranyl nitrate solution (natural uranium) was released to the
-_ CMX building and environs in January 1953 as a result of a
e-4 .,: prototype evaporator explosion. A trench was excavated in
- the field outside the building and ali the decontamination
e-5 -_ _ _ solutions and materials used in the decontamination effort
! l_l were buried in the trench (known as the TNX buryinge-6 " L....... ground). An estimated 315 mCi of natural uranium was
, .... , .... , .... , .... _-.... , .... , .... T buried at this location. From 1980-1984, much of the waste
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989 material at the TNX burying ground was excavated and
Year relocated to the SRS waste burial grounds located between F
Figure 2-16. Gross AlphaReleases to SeepageBasins,TNX/ and H Areas. An estimated 27 kg of uranyl nitrate remains
CMX buffed at TNX.
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Releases From Reactor Areas
Five reactors, designated P, K, L, C, and R, were originally 8e-3 -
built at SRS to produce tritium, plutonium, and other
radionuclides useful for medical, research, or power appli-
cations. The level of reactor operation has been dependent
upon the need for plutonium and tritium for national defense 6e-3 -
purposes. Thus R Area operated for approximately 11 years
from 1954 through 1964 and was then shut down, decom- _ 4e-3 -missioned, and, eventually, used for parts. L Reactor was .=
shut down and placed on standby from 1969 through 1981.
Extensive modifications were made in L Area in 1981 to
bring the reactor and its support facilities in line with
continuing upgrades that had been ongoing during the 2e-3 -
operation of P, K, and C Reactors. L Area restarted at
reduced power in 1985. C Reactor has been mothballed
since 1987 owing to the discovery of microscopic cracks in 0
some welds in the reactor tank wall. The remaining three 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
operational reactorsmK, L and P--have been idle since Year
1988 for procedural upgrades and safety testing. Figure 2-18. Gross Alpha Releases to Seepage Basins,
K Area
Atmospheric venting from the reactor buildings consists of
air that has been pulled into the process building and is The secondary coolingwaterforthereactorscomesfrom the
exhausted through a filtration system. This ventilation air Savannah River and is returned to the river through streams
does not directly exchange with the gases that are present onsite. This water does not come directly in contact with the
inside the reactor tank itself and does not ventilate the area reactor core itself but is used to cool the heavy water that
above the vertical tube storage (VTS) or disassembly basins serves as moderator and primary coolant. This water is fed
where the fuel and target tubes are stored after use in the from pumping stations into holding basins at each reactor
reactor, area and is then passed through heat exchangers and
discharged to an effluent canal. Hot water from the effluent
1.5e-3- 3e-3 -
I .Oe-3_ _ 2e-3_ I
":" II "_" -L_ L_
0.5e-4- " I e-3-
.
-
• L__...L__ r-0 , .... , .... , .... , .... , ..... , .... ," "-:T 0 • .... : .... , .... , ......... _--=--rr_ .---'r:_-_.,I,
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 I_a.9
Year Year
Figure 2-17. GrossAlpha Releases to Seepage Basins, Figure 2-19. Gross Alpha Releases to Seepage Basins,
C Area L Area
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Figure 2-2e. GrossAlphaReleases to SeepageBasins, Figure 2-22. GrossAlphaReleasesto Atmosphere,KArea
PArea
canals is routed into an onsite stream or cooling lakes before facility adjacent to the reactor building. The water in these
returning to the river, vertical tube storage (VTS) basins and disassembly basins
serves as a coolant and as shielding for the intensely
P Area cooling water is recirculated through Par Pond, an radioactive components. From startup to the mid-1960s,
on-site cooling lake. Overflow from ParPond discharges to visual clarity was maintained in the basins by continuously
Lower Three Runs Creek and into Ce Savannah River. purging them with fresh, filtered river water. The basin
L-Area cooling water is discharged into L Lake, another purge water was normally discharged to the plant streams
on-site cooling lake. Overflow from L Lake goes into Steel along with the secondary cooling water. Occasionally,
Creek and into the Savannah River swamp. A cooling tower water from the VTS was purged to seepage basins to
is being constructed in K Area to minimize the effects of the minimize the release of radioac:ivity to streams. This
discharge of hot wa_er into Pen Branch and the river, accounts for the sporadic use of the basins seen in Figures
2-17 to 2-20.
Spent fuel and irradiated target element_, were removed
from the reactor and stored in large water-filled basins in a
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Figure 2-21. Gross Alpha Releasesto Atmosphere,C Area Figure 2-23. GrossAlpha Releasesto Atmosphere.LArea
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Figure 2.24, Gross AlphaReleasesto Atmosphere,P Area Figure 2-26. GrossAlphaReleases to Streams,K Area
As part of a continuing effort to minimize radioactive effluent streamsso there were no discharges to the seepage
discharges to the Savannah River, water was recirculated basins. Beginning in 1978, purge water from the fuel
through filters on the VTS basins in the 1960s to maintain storage basins was redirected to the seepage basins to
water clarity. Sand filters were added to the disassembly minimize direct tritium releases to the streams.
basins in the early 1970s, and continuous basin purging to
streams was discontinued. Because tritium is not removed Releases of radioactivity to the Reactor Area seepage basins
by sand filters, periodic purges of the storage basins are are not easily correlated to any history of operation as the
necessary to reduce the tritium exposures to operating reactors themselves were frequently idle during the periods
personnel. Portable ion exchange filters are used during the shown in the graphs (Figures 2- i 7 to 2-20). With the very
purges of the basins to minimize the release of ali the small releases for any given year, it is likely thatthe releases
radioactive species except tritium (the spent resins were are the r,_zult of unplanned events as opposed to regular
recharged in the Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel (RBOF) releases.
facility or sent to the burial ground). From 1970 to 1977,
water from these purges was discharged directly to the
6e-3 - 1.5e-3 -
5e-3 -
4e-3 - 1.0e-3 Releasedto L Lake
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Figure2.25. GrossAlphaReleasestoStreams,C Area Figure2-27. GrossAlphaReleasestoStreams,L Area
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8e-3 - lt is also highly unlikely that these releases were solely the
product of released uranium, which might occur in a rupture
Released to Par Pond
or leakage of a fuel or target element. If such a situation did
occur, uranium would be released into the water of the VTS
6e.3 - '_ basin and would be oxidized to U308 in the form of a fine
black powder. U308, uranium metal, and UO2 are virtually
insoluble in neutral water. Therefore, any uranium released
4e-3 from a fuel or target rupture would be captured on the sand"L--" m
filters or would settle to the bottom of the VTS basin.
t Uranium releases from P, K, L, and C reactors are shown in
2e-3 - I. Figures 2-17 through 2-28 (assuming ali the unidentified
_ _/_ alpha activity is uranium). The same data are presented in
,1 _ Table 2-3 (see page. 2-23). It should be noted that the0 ,...., .... , .... ,.._ ,..... _..--._.,_-- releases to streams are uncorrected for the natural ur nium
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989 content of the incoming river water from which the purge
Year water was derived, so a portion of these releases is not of
Figure 2-28. Gross Alpha Releases to Streams, P Area SRS origin. ..
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D-Area Releases To Streams
D Area was used in the past for the separation of heavy water 1.2e-2 -
(D,.O) from Savannah River water and for the removal of
light water (H20) from used moderator. After the reactor
moderator inventory was established, separation of heavy l e-2-
water from river water was decreased and then discontin-
ued. The deuterium separation process had insignificant 8e-3-
potential for the release of alpha activity. The rework of
degraded moderator from reactor areas is the most likely •= 6_3 -
source of the majority of the activity. Though there are coal =
and coal ash storage pits in the area that, like the storage pits u
of commercial coal fired power plants, have potential 4e-3-
uranium concentrations 252 times the EPA drinking water
limits (Nakaoka, 1984), mn-off from these pits has been 2e-3-
minimized because of the application of federal regulations
restricting such releases. The releases from D Area to
streams are shown in Figure 2-29 and Table 2-3 (see page 0
2-25). There is no readily discernible pattern to the releases 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
and the maximum possible uranium release to the environ- Year
merit from 1954 through 1989 is 9.158 x 10.3curies. Figure 2-29. Gross Alpha Releases to Streams, D Area
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Central Shops ReleasesTo Seepage Basins
Central Shops at SRS was responsible for fabrication and 5e-4 -
repairof equipment used in the separations and reactor areas
of the site. Though equipment was decontaminated before it
was sent to Central Shops, some radioactive material was 4e-4
occasionally present and was normally removed during
cleaning operations prior to repair of the equipment. The
contamination was transferred along with other liquid waste _ 3e-4
streams to a seepage basin. The yearly releases for alpha .g
activity are shown in Figure 2-30 and Table 2-3 (see page _ 2e-4
2-25). The maximum possible total uranium release for this
location is 2.72 x 10_ curies of uranium.
le-4
0
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
Year
Figure 2-30. Gross Alpha Releases to Seepage Basins,
Central Shops
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Uranium In The Solid Waste Disposal Facility
Residues of manufacture containing natural, depleted, and Table 2-5. Inventory of UraniumWaste Disposed at SRS
enriched uranium are buried onsite in a variety of forms in
the Solid Waste Disposal Facility (SWDF) (formerly called Metric
the burial ground). On a mass basis, the bulk of these Tons Ci*
residues originated in the fuel fabrication facilities (M
Area). Most of the natural and depleted uranium wastes are Depleted 187.9 63.9
contained in 55-gallon steel drums. These wastes consist
principally of aqueous sludges and filtered precipitates Natural 9.5 6.6
recovered from cleaning and plating solutions used during
the preparation of uranium metal fuel and target elements. Enriched
Type M 0.6 53.4
The enriched uranium wastes, also contained in 55-gallon Type F 0.15 16.5
steel drums, are of two types, designated as M-Area wastes
and F-Area wastes. Isotopic composition of the various Total 198.15 140.4
forms of uranium are shown in Table 2-4.
*See Table 2-4 for specific activity values
The mean value of the specific activities, weighted accord- ' ......
ing to quantities of each type of uranium waste in the SWDF (Cook, McDonell & Wilhite, 1990)
is 0.7 mCi/g, about equal to that of natural uranium.
The M-Area wastes were generated in the preparation of
conventional enriched uranium fuel for the the SRS packaged along with low-density scrap in steel drums.
reactors. The M-Area wastes consist largely of job control Aqueous process wastes from the F-Area special fuel
items such as wipes, plastic, and general trash containing preparation operation were concentrated by evaporation,
low levels of enriched uranium. The F-Area wastes derive immobilized as a cement-based solid within drums, and
from a special fuel preparation operation carried out during placed in one cell of the Z-Area saltstone vault for disposal.
1986-1990. F-Area wastes were generated in both solid and Clean grout surrounds the drums.
liquid form. Solid waste forms sent to the SWDF consisted
of high-density wastes (pumps, pipes, and hardware) or The total inventory of uranium waste disposed of at SRS is
low-density (job control) waste. Both types of waste were shown in Table 2-5.
Table 2-4. Isotopic Composition and Specific Activities of Savannah River Uranium Wastes (Approximate)
Specific
Isotopic Comoosition. wt %
Isotope 2,2d. 235 236 _ 1t._*
Half Life (yrs) 2.4e+05 7.0e+08 2.3e+07 4.5e+09
Depleted w 0.2 -- 99.8 0.34
Natural 0.0055 0.7200 m 99.2745 0.69
Enriched
Type M 1.2 65.8 19.6 13. ! 89.
Type F 1.7 97.3 -- 1.0 !10.
*Rounded to two significant figures
(Cook, McDonell, & Wilhite, 1990)
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Table 2-3. Yearly Uranium Releases from SRS Areas in Curies (page 1 of 5)
F Area* F Area* F Areat H Areat H Area",' H Area*
Year Atmos Basins Str.e.am Atmos Basins Stream
Figure No. 2-1 2-2 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7
1954 0.00 0.00 2.400e-03 0.00 0.00 0.00
1955 !. !70e-01 1.374e-01 4.510e-02 1.890e-01 2.850e-02 1.250e-03
1956 1.120e-01 5.394e-01 3.700e-02 7.000e-03 1.805e-01 5.100e-03
!957 2.000e-03 4.938e-01 2.200e-03 2.500e-04 2.838e-01 1.800e-03
1958 1.000e-03 4.360e-01 2.000e-03 6.000e-04 7.600e-02 9.000e-03
!959 7.000e-03 5.920e-01 2.000e-03 1.500e-04 ! .040e-01 1. !00e-02
1960 1.968e-02 8. I 12e-01 9.300e-03 3.000e-04 2.430e-02 7.500e-03
196 ! 9.000e-03 2.514e-01 7.000e-03 1.200e-03 1.145e-01 9.800e-03
1962 7.840e-03 5.742e-01 2.900e-03 1.020e-03 8.400e-02 8.600e-03
!963 2.574e-02 6.583e-01 5.000e-03 5.760e-03 4.702e-02 1. !00e-02
!964 4.2 !8e-02 !. 176e+00 3.000e-03 1.336e-03 1.094e-01 i.20(O-02
1965 5.1 !0e-02 5.882e-01 2.000e-03 7.000e-04 7.230e-02 9.000e-03
1966 ! .945e-02 4.902e-01 4. 100e-03 !. 145e-03 2.240e-02 1.000e-02
i967 ! .828e-02 1.763e-01 ! .030e-02 8.750e-04 1.443e-02 5.400e-02
1968 9.512e-02 2.510e-01 6.800e-03 1.717e-02 7.799e-02 5.100e-03
1969 3.620e-02 9.729e-01 4.500e-03 3.247e-02 2.707e-02 6. !00e-03
1970 1.379e-02 1.380e+00 9.300e-03 2.850e-03 3.000e-02 7.800e-03
1971 2.720e-03 2.200e-01 1.180e-02 2.450e-03 2.000e-02 0.00
1972 5.190e-03 2.300e-01 5.460e-03 2.540e-03 0.00 0.00
1973 3.580e-03 1.578e-01 8.780e-03 1.530e-03 1.590e-02 0.00
1974 8.610e-03 9.780e-02 5.430e-03 6.000e-05 5.300e-03 1.920e-03
1975 4.694e-03 1.151e-01 4.540e-03 3.000e-05 7.000e-04 1.770e-03
!976 4.870e-03 2.390e-01 2.350e-03 1.000e-04 1.200e-02 2.750e-03
1977 1.231e-03 9.900e-02 2.790e-03 3.200e-04 3.000e-03 3.200e-03
1978 2.538e-03 1.140e-01 2.501 e-03 5.210e-04 8.000e-03 2.706e-03
1979 2.050e-03 1.070e-01 4.500e-03 3.860e-04 8.000e-03 3.680e-03
1980 3.418e-03 ! .820e-01 3.120e-03 5.960e-04 9.000e-03 2.480e-03
198 i 4.303e-03 6.133e-01 5.790e-03 ! .768e-03 ! .054e-02 9.400e-04
1982 8.487e-03 1.467e-01 6.200e-03 6.570e-04 6.1 !7e-03 i .960e-03
1983 4.243e-03 6.821 e-02 4.450e-03 2. !80e-04 3.760e-03 1.370e-03
1984 1.794e-03 4.200e-02 2.914e-02 3.950e-04 3.000e-03 7.3 !0e-04
1985 2.126e-03 1.150e-01 5. !37e-03 3.990e-04 3.000e-03 7.700e-04
1986 1.244e-03 1.15e+00 7.193e-03 2.270e-04 2.090e-03 9.350e-04
1987 8.382e-03 3.800e-02 3.338e-03 !. 160e-04 1.435e-02 ! .447e-02
1988 !.356e-03 2.200e-02 4.669e-03 1.090e-04 1.565e-04 6.490e-04
1989 4.90 !e-03 0.00 8.386e-03 1.480e-04 0.00 ! .957e-03
* Based on specific radiochemical analyses for uranium
"t Based on gross aiphaanalyses
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Table 2-3. Yearly Uranium Releases from the SRS Areas in Curies (page 2 of 5)
SRL-At SRL-At SRL-At M Area* M Area* M Area*0
Year Atmos _ Stream Atmos Basins Stream
Figure No. 2-12 2-13 2-15 2-9 2-11 2-10
1954 N.A. 2.800e-04 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1955 N.A. 2.470_.-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 8.780e-02
1956 N.A. 7.871 e-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 6.521 e-0 l
1957 N.A. 3.562e-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 1.317e-0 l
!958 N.A. 4.358e-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.5 !0e-02
1959 N.A. ! .912e-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 4.890e-02
!960 N.A. 3.000e-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 1.379e-0 l
1961 2.200e-04 2.900e-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. ! .379e-0 l
1962 3.000e-04 4.000e-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 6.649e-01
1963 2.420e-04 2.870e-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.449e+00
1964 0.00 3.210e-02 N.A. N.A. N .A. 6.220e-0 l
1965 0.00 3.900e,-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. I. 129e+00
1966 0.00 1.700e-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 5.555e+00
1967 0.00 2.940e-02 N.A. N.A. N.A. 8.054e+00
1968 5.000e-04 2.587e-01 N.A. N.A. N.A. 5.284e+00
1969 4.600e-04 9.440e-01 N.A. N.A. N.A. 1.583e+00
1970 3.000e-04 I. 136e+00 3.500e-03 N.A. N.A. 8.552e-01
1971 5.000e-04 9.794e-0 ! 0.00 N.A. N.A. 4.364e-0 l
1972 0.00 7.180e-02 0.00 N.A. N.A. 4.89 !e-0 !
1973 1.900e-05 3.014e-01 0.00 N.A. N.A. 2.746e-0 I
1974 3.100e-05 2.210e-02 1.260e-03 N.A. 2.220e-03 4.376e-0 !
!975 3.000e-06 2.677e-03 2.204e-03 3.359e-06 1.886e-02 5.530e-0 I
!976 2.000e-06 5.060e-04 1.014e-03 2.449e-06 8.850e-03 4.552e-0 I
1977 1.000e-06 3.299e-05 6.310e-04 1.832e-05 ! .433e-02 1.058e-01
1978 3.000e-06 0.00 4.410e-04 2.271 e-06 5.833e-02 7.0 !0e-02
1979 0.00 0.00 5.000e-04 2.246e-06 6.045e-02 8.030e-02
1980 1. i00e-05 6.170e-04 1.440e-04 8.800e-08 9.698e-02 2.380e-0 !
1981 0.00 0.00 2.860e-04 0.00 9.981 e-02 2.144e-01
1982 0.00 8.370e-04 2.370e-04 2.923e-06 2.052e-01 5.280e-02
1983 6.000e-06 0.00 7.000e-05 4.526e-06 4.090e-0 ! 2.170e-02
1984 0.00 0.00 1.000e-04 0.00 ! .267e-01 1.220e-02
1985 0.00 0.00 ! .300e-04 I. 140e-05 5.053e-02 i .700e-03
1986 3.000e-06 0.00 1.570e-04 9.780e-05 0.00 5.500e-02
!987 ! .200e-05 0.00 2.600e-lM 2.2 !9e-05 0.00 6.900e-03
!988 ! .000e-05 0.00 2.060e-lM 2.791 e-06 0.00 6.900e-03
!989 ! .000e-06 0.00 2.7 !0e-04 8.430e-07 0.00 5.000e-04
* Based on specific radiochemical analyses for uranium
t Based on gross alpha analyses
N.A. Not analyzed
0 Revised releases, see Chapter 3
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Table 2-3. Yearly Uranium Releases from SRS Areas in Curies (page 3 of 5)
C Areat C Areat C Areat K Areat K Areat K Areat
Year Atmos. Basins Stream Atmos Basins Stream
Figure No. 2-21 2-17 2-25 2-22 2-18 2-26
1954 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1955 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1956 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1957 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1958 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1959 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1960 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1961 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1962. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1963 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1964 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1965 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1966 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1967 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1968 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1969 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1970 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1971 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1972 N.A. N.A. 4.000e-05 N.A. 4.700e-04 4.160e-03
1973 2.340e-06 N.A. 3.000e-03 4.990e-06 0.00 4.000e-03
1974 2.830e-06 N.A. 0.00 2.220e-06 1.000e-03 0.00
1975 6.060e-06 N.A. 5.000e-03 3.900e-06 2.000e-03 0.00
1976 3.810e-06 N.A. 1.000e-03 3.290e-06 5.000e-03 0.00
1977 2.580e-06 NA. 1.150e-04 1.910¢-06 6.820e-04 5.600e-05
1978 7.300e-07 2.820e-05 2.449e-05 1.770e-06 3.502e-04 0.00
1979 7.000e-07 8.900e-05 2.000e-06 6.400e-07 2.820e-04 1.180e-04
1980 9.300e-07 2.840e-04 0.00 2.630e-06 3.700e-04 2.400e-05
1981 3.998e-06 9.900e-04 2.680e-04 3.620e-06 1.515e-03 0.00
1982 7.000e-07 5.360e-04 1.940e-04 1.370e-06 7.466e-04 2.200e-04
1983 7.200e-07 1.213e-03 0.00 3.540e-06 8.362e-04 1.320e-04
1984 2.42 i e-06 4.780e-04 0.00 2.740e-06 8.370e-04 1.700e-05
1985 1.160e-06 1.720e-04 0.00 1.642e-06 6.886e-03 0.00
1986 1.700e-06 1.754e-05 0.00 3.830e-06 1.085e-03 1.340e-04
1987 6.400e-07 0.00 1.200e-05 4.405e-06 2.64 ie-04 1.3 !0e-04
1988 2.684e-06 0.00 1.200e-05 1.580e-06 6.415e-05 0.00
1989 4.541 e-06 0.00 4.300e-05 3.697e-06 6.277e-06 7.990e-04
t Based on gross alpha analyses
N.A. Not analyzed
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Table 2-3. Yearly Uranium Releases from SRS Areas in Curies (page 4 of 5)
L Areat L Areat L Areat P Areat P Areat P Areat
Year Atmos _ Stream _ Basins Stream
Figure No. 2-23 2-19 2-27 2-24 2-20 2-28
1954 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1955 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1956 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1957 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1958 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1959 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1960 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1961 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1962 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1963 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1964 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1965 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1966 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1967 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1968 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1969 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1970 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1971 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
!972 N.A. 2.250e-03 N.A. N.A. N.A. 6.600e-04
1973 N.A. 0.00 N.A. 1.588e-06 N.A. 0.00
1974 N.A. 0.00 N.A. 1.160e-06 N.A. 7.000e-03
!975 N.A. 0.00 N.A. 4.180e-06 N.A. 5.000e-03
1976 N.A. 0.00 N.A. 4.360e-06 N.A. 1.000e-03
1977 N.A. 3.200e-05 N.A. 2.400e-06 N.A. ! .469e-03
1978 N.A. 3.179e-06 N.A. 8.300e-07 3.965e-05 5.054e-05
1979 N.A. 0.00 N.A. 4.000e-07 3. !70e-04 0.00
1980 N.A. 0.00 N.A. 3.500e-07 ! .460e-04 0.00
!981 N.A. 0.00 9.500e-05 1.070e-06 6.070e-04 7.000e-05
1982 3.000e-07 0.00 2. !00e-05 4.500e-07 2.832e-03 9.500e-05
1983 9.600e-07 0.00 5.900e-05 4.000e-07 i.495e-03 i .360e-04
1984 8.300e-07 0.00 3.580e-04 6.300e-07 3.098e-03 2.220e-04
!985 6.400e-07 0.00 2.230e-04 1.602e-06 8.610e-04 0.00
1986 6.220e-07 1.166e-05 0.00 2.840e-06 2.976e-04 0.00
1987 7. !40e-07 8.651 e-06 4. i0e-05* 2.770e-06 1.753e-04 0.00
1988 1.54 ie-06 7.598e-06 0.00 1.940e.06 3.065e-06 0.00
1989 4.427e-06 1.!62e-07 1.26e-03" 3.785e-06 3.500e-05 1. ! Ie-03*
* Releases to Lakes
t Based on gross alpha analyses
N.A. Not analyzed
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2-3. Uranium Releases from SRS Areas in Curies (page 5 of 5)
SRL* D Area$ C Shopst CMX* ETF$
Year _ Stream _ Basin tre.S.Ltggrn
Figure No. 2-14 2-29 2-30 2-16 N.A.
1954 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. --
1955 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. --
1956 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. u
1957 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. --
1958 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. u
1959 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1960 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1961 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1962 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1963 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1964 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1965 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. --
1966 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1967 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
1968 N.A. N.A. N.A. 2.314e-01
1969 N.A. N.A. N.A. 1.074e-01
1970 N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.00 --
1971 N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.00 --
1972 N.A. 1.103e-02 N.A. 0.00
1973 5.600e-03 2.640e-03 N.A. 0.00 --
1974 5.400e-04 6.000e-05 N.A. 0.00
1975 1.078e-03 8.900e-05 N.A. 0.00
1976 2.1 !0e-03 1.960e-04 N.A. 0.00 --
!977 1.690e-03 4.100e-05 N.A. 0.00 w
1978 1.570e-03 2.800e-05 N.A. 4.840e-05
1979 1.307e-03 2.100e-05 N.A. 1.370e-05
1980 1.744e-03 6.000e-06 2.000e-06 1.000e-05
1981 3.263e-03 1.860e-04 1.000e-06 6.340e-04 --
1982 3.080e-03 3.160e-04 1.300e-05 3.720e-04 --
1983 0.00 5.260e-04 4.730e-lM 0.00 --
1984 0.00 5.890e-04 1.000e-06 1.700e-05
1985 0.00 7.440e-04 0.00 0.00 --
1986 0.00 5.000e-05 0.00 4.000e-06
1987 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.000e-06
1988 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.900e-05 --
1989 0.00 1.720e-04 0.00 0.00 1.820e-04
* Based on specific radiochemical analyses for uranium
t Based on gross alpha analyses
N.A. Not analyzed
ETF not operational until 1989
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Chapter 3. Uranium Concentrations and Transport at 5RS
SurfaceWater Transport Of Uranium
Almost ali of the Savannah River Site (SRS) is drained by then discharged to SRS streams. Minor volumes of water
tributaries of the Savannah River: Upper Three Runs Creek, come from natural springs and seepage basin outcrops.
Beaver Dam Creek, Four Mile Creek, Pen Branch, Steel
Creek, and Lower Three Runs Creek (see Figure 3-1). Each Since SRS began operation in 1954, significant amounts of
of these tributaries receives process water from SRS uranium have been released to SRS streams. Most of the
facilities. Only one, small, unnamed stream in the uranium releases occurred from the nuclear fuel fabrication
northeastern sector of the site drains to the Salkehatchie facility, known as M Area. The M Area is used for
River to the east (no SRS facilities discharge to this stream), fabricating the nuclear fuel assemblies for use in SRS
reactors. Process effluents from other SRS facilities (such
The sources of surface water on the site are rainfall, ground as the nuclear reactors, chemical separations, and laborato-
water, and process water discharges. Most of the process lies) contribute only a small fraction of the uranium
water comes from the Savannah River and is used to cool discharged to surface waters at SRS.
SRS nuclear reactors. The cooling water is discharged to
streams or lakes that flow back to the river. Additional Uranium from naturally occurring sources is also present in
lesser amounts of process water are drawn from wells and SRS surface waters. Uranium is released from rocks and
Figure 3-1. SurfaceWaterMonitoringLocations
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minerals during the process of weathering, and this uranium The focus of this review will be the Tires Branch system,
may be tri,reported long distances by surface waters, since97%oftheuraniumreleasedatSRSwasdischargedto
Background surface water uranium concentrations range this stream. Other SRS streams will be reviewed as a unit
from 0.01 to less than ten parts per billion, depending on because it is difficult to differentiate the extremely small
rock and mineral uranium concentration and weathering, amounts of uranium.
Monitoring for Uranium in SRS Uranium in SRSStreams
Streams and the Savannah River
SItS streams and facility effluents are monitored for Tims Branch, A Tributary of Upper Three Runs
uranium by _ gross _pha activity concentrations,
U/Pu alpha measurements, metal spocific determinations, or Upper Three Runs Creek is the only SRS stream with
a combination oftheu= tedmiques (Figure 3-1 and Environ- headwaters arising off thesite. Thestream is40km longand
mental Reports). drains an area of about 545 km=. Its main tributaries are
Tinker Creek and Tints Branch. Upper Three Runs Creek
Gross alpha activity is metutred by evaporating a known has the largest natural flow of any plantstream. The avelaBe
volume of water on a planchet and counting ali alpha flowof257ft3/sisslightlyincreasedby,_sitecontribufionof
activity in an alpha counter. Gross alpha activity measures less than 10 fl_/se¢.
the total amount of alpha emitting activity from natural and
manmade radionuclides, butdoes not indicate the identity of SRS facilities that drain into Uvper _,ree R=_ Creek
the source radionuclide(s). Beginning iu 1974, U/Pu include M Area, the Savanv.,_l Rive_"Laboratory, and
extractions were made on water samples from several F-Area storm aid ast_basin flows. Beginning in 1988, the
locations to more accurately determine the mnount of U/P_ Effluent Treattaent Facility in H Area began releasing
that is present in the sample. Gross alpha and U/Pu activity process wa_¢_"directly into Upl_r Three Runs Creek. Of the
measurements are now being supplemented by non-radio- SRS facilities whose ef'fluonts drain to Upper Three Runs
logical techniques (fluorescence analysis) to measure the Creek, M Area has rel_ the most &ipha activity
actual amount of uranium present in SRS streams. (uranium). Thq,_,lp_a activity was discharged into a process
drainage ditch tl_; tqowed into Tires Branch, and Tints
Branch drains into Upper Three Runs Cre_,:k(see Fig-
Releases of Uranium to SRS Streams ure
Gro_ alpha measurements have been used since SRS
startup in 1954 to provide estimates of uranium and other
radionuclide releases. The radionuclides that make up the
gross alpha activity measurement in lxoce_ effluents vary e+2 -:
with the SRS operating area. SRS has followed the policy
stating that if the major alpha emitting radionuclide is e+l -:
known in a process effluent, then the gross alpha activity is -:
reported as that radionuclide. If the radionuclides are not e+0 -= mm
known, the gross alpha activity is reported as unidentified
alpha (Cummings et al., 1991). _ e..1 -.= mm--.
==
Greater than 97% of the gross alpha activity released from ta .
SPS facilities occurred from M Area (Figure 3-2). In the M e-2 -._-" 1
Area, the alpha activity (24.6 Ci) in the process effluent has //:////
been identified as essentially ali depleted uranium. Ali other e-3
SPS facility releases constitute the remaining 3% and this
alpha activity could come from any number of e-4 -_
radionuclides: uranium, transuranics, and natural A C D F H M g L P
radionuclides containedin the process cooling water
obtained from the Savannah River and wells. (Cummings et Site Area
al., 1991) Figare 3-2, Curiesof AlphaActivity Releasesby SRS Areas
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Figure 3-3. Curies of Alpha Activity Released to Titus Figure 3-4. GrossAlphaActivity andU/Pu Activity in M-
BranchfromM-AreaOperations AreaOutfall
About 25 curies ot gross alpha activity have been discharged Gross alpha measurements are subject to error in estimating
to Tires B_'anch from the M Arco fuel/target fabrication the amount of uranium that may be present in s sample due
f_:ilitit, since SItS startup (see Figure 3-3). Most of the to the presence of other alpha sources and self absorption.
alpha _tivity (uranium) was released between 1966 and To reduce this ermr, measurementsofU/Pubegunin 1974in
1969 during the development of a new uranium/aluminum the water released to Tires Branch from M Area operations.
bonding prtw..e_ _ar fuel and target assemblies. U/Pu removes other alpha-emitting radionuclides and
reduces the effect of self-absorption during counting.
The souw_ of the 'alpha activity was waste from cleaning Comparison of gross alpha measurements to U/Pu alpha
and recovery operations anc! testing in M Area. In the measurements since 1974 show that the gr_ss alpha activity
prcgess of making th_ R:e| or targetelements, uranium slugs measurements were less than U/Iu measurements (see
were cler.r,m in ste_ operations with ¢_lcfinated hydrocar- Figures 3-4 and 3-5) and that the gross alpha measurements
bon solvents, nitric, phosphoric, _cl hydrochloric acids, should be increased by 25%.
The cleaning removed alpha activity (uranium) from the
surfaces of the slugs used to fabricate target elements. The
used chemicals from this _|eaning operation were treated
and the waste water containing traces of resideal alpha
activity released. Alpha activity was also rei_ from 1500 -
target elements that failed specifications or tests. The waste
water from ali of these sources entered a drainage ditch to 1250 -
Tints Branch near the 700 Area waste water treatment plant
on Road D (see Figure 3-1). Since 1985, an advanced liquid " 1000-
waste water treatment facility (I.E]_ has been in operation _ . * *
in M Area and uranium relea.u_ have been reduce¢i by a __
factor of 100 to 1000. :_ 750 -
<
The mass of uranium released from M Area to Tims Branch _ 500 - .
was estimated to be about 96,000 pounds since plant startup. _ - .
This estimate was made by convening curies of alpha 250- *
activity released to TirrmBranch to mass of uranium. The
alpha specific activity of uranium is the ratio of alpha O0
activity to the mass of uranium requiredto produce that
amount of alpha activity. The alpha activity was corrected 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
for alpha self absorption by applying a correction factor Gross Alpha Activity, pCi/L
obtained from U/Pu analysis. Figure 3-$. Gross Alpha Activity vs. U/Pu Activity in M-
AreaOutfall
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Figure 34. Abundanceof mU in Alpha Releases to Tires Flgm'e3-7. UraniumDischarge to Tires Branchfrom M-
BranchfromM-AreaOl_mtions AreaOperations
The relative abundance of each of the uranium isotopes in ments in Upper Three Runs Creek at Road F above the Tires
M Area releases to Tires Branch varied as a result of Branch confluence and Road C below Tires Branch in
changes in fuel/slug design at SRS (see Figure 3-6 for mU Figure 3-9. lt is estimated that nearly ali of the estimated
percentage). These changes in the relative abundances of 96,000 pounds of uranium released from M Area operations
uranium in the releases change the specific activity to mass remains in the Tires Branch system.
conversion factor, because of the different half lives of the
uranium isotopes: _tY-4.47 x 109 years, _U--7.04 x 10'
years, _"U--2.45 x 10s years (see Table 3-1 on page 3-20). Location of Uranlum end Morphology ofthe Tires
The gross alpha data in Table 3-2 (page 3-22) were corrected Branch System
for self absorption and multiplied by the appropriate
specific activity constant to arrive at the mass of uranium The recently completed aerial radiological survey of the
._,_ released from M Area operations (Figure 3-7). About 61% Tires Branch system by EG&G shows that the locations of
of the uranium was released in the period 1966-1968 during the major deposition areas for uranium from the M Area
the development of a new uranium/aluminum fuel/slug
bonding process (Figure 3-7). 8 - Ci to TB - 8
--e- U3R a, pCi/L
Amount of Uranium In Tires Branch System v
6 6
Comparison of the gross alpha activity released at the
discharge point from M Area to the gross alpha activity in ._
Upper Three Runs Creek below the confluence with Tires "_
Branch at Road C shows that most of the alpha activity is _ 4 4
still in the Tires Branch system (Figure 3-8). Even during
years of peak alpha activity discharges from M Area, the
gross alpha activity in Upper Three Runs Creek below the 2 2 <_
confluence with Tims Branch remained nearly constant _,,__3
(Figure 3-8), showing that most of the alpha activity was
deposited in the Tires Branch system. The actual M Area
alpha activity contributions to Upper Three Runs Creek 0 .__ 0
cannot be accurately evaluated because the gross alpha 1954 1961 1968 1975 1982 1989
activity concentrations in Upper Three Runs Creek have
remained at or near background alpha activity concentra- Year
tions. See the comparison of gross alpha activity measure- Figure 3.8. Alpha Activityin UpperThreeRunsCreekvs.
M-AresAlpha Releases
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6 - . koad F discharges are from the entrance of M Area effluents into
- Tims Branch to Steed Pond (Figure 3-10). The area betweenRoad C
5 Steed Pond and Upper Three Runs Creek did not show the
.... -o .... Road A presence of z_U, except in the lower partof Tires Branch at
the site of anold pond. The _U is identified by the presence
4 of zu"Pa, a decay chain daughter of _U.
3 The conditions for deposition of uranium in Tims Branch
are influenced by stream morphology. The discharges from
2 the M Area enter a drainage ditch adjacent to Road D and the
,' ', railroad track and flow down a rather steep slope that
-_- o _----_," o intersects Tires Branch (Figure 3-1). Over the years1 "'o"" consid rable erosion has occurred in this ditch as it adjusted
to increased flows from M Area and to increased peak storm
0 , . , . , . , .... _, , . , . , flow due to large buildings and paved areas draining into the
1954 1956 1958 1960 1962 1964 1966 ditch. The erosion in the ditch prevented the deposition of
Year uranium in the ditch. At the bottom of this slope, most of the
eroded sediment and some of the released uranium was
Figure 3-9. AlphaActivity in upperThreeRuns Creekat deposited ina small delta in the floodplain of Tims Branch at
RoadA. Road C, and RoadF
Figure 3-10. Aerial Survey
92o2osJ.M,e 3-5
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350 - basedontheamountof water inthepond. In 1984, however,
"_ the spillway again collapsed and the pond drained com-
\ pletely, lt remains dry at present.
300-" _ki Deposition Areas Concentration of Uranium In the Sediments of Tires
"_ 250.-'_ / BranchRadiological and nonradiological measurements for ura-
200 EnterUpper nium have been made in the sediments of the Tims Branch
ThreeRuns system (Pickett, 1990 and Starkle et al., 1987). Until 1985,
•-' uranium measurements in the sediments were made by
'1- 150 - Steed Pond counting the samples for uranium radioactivity. Counting
" methods are not as sensitive or as accurate as most
" chemical/instrumental methods, due to counting iimita-
100-, ................................................. tions. Comparisons between radiological (pCi/g) and
0 5000 1_2_ 15_' 2_ 25000 nonradiological (rag/g) concentrations will not be made
Feet from300 Area Outfall because the uranium isotopic compositions were not
measured.
The first survey for uranium in sediments from the Tims
Figure 3-11. Elevationof TiresBranchSystem from Branch system was made in Steed Pond (6 cores) in 1966
M-AreaOutfailto Upper ThreeRunsCreek (Pickett, 1990). Greater then 95% of the uranium in Steed
Pond was in the upper 6 inches of sediment. The uranium
the intersection. The abrupt change in slope at this Point concentrations ranged from 20 to 531 pCi/g in the upper 6
(3% to 0.4%) reduced the capacity of water to carry the inchesofsediment(Pickett, 1990). Between 6 and 12inches
sediment, so this was where most of the eroded sediment depth, the uranium radioactivity had decreased to about 1/8
was deposited (Figure 3-11). the surface value and between 12 and 24 inches depth, the
uraniumconcentration was near background concentrations
From the delta, the water flows at a low slope of 0.4% for a (about 5 pCi/g).
distance of about of 5800 feet before it enters Steed Pond.
Several beaver dams have existed over the years between In 1977, a second radiological survey of Tims Branch and
the delta and Steed Pond, which provides settling locations Steed Pond was conducted for uranium and thorium. The
for the deposition of fine grain sediments and uranium data indicated no detectable levels of thorium and uranium
(Figure 3-10). in Tires Branch above its confluence with the M Area
effluent discharge ditch. Cores from the M Area effluent
Steed Pond acted as a settling basin for Tires Branch. Water ditch, and from the braided streams in Tires Branch
entering the pond had a residence time of about 3 days downstream of the M Area effluent confluence, contained
(Hayes, 1984). This residence time was sufficient for the from 10 to 27 pCi/g of uranium and from 4 to 13 pCi/g of
settling of alpha activity as evidenced by aerial surveys. An thorium.
accumulation of about 3 feet of sediment in the vicinity of
the Steed Pond spillway shows the result of sediment The two sediment cores collected from Steed Pond in 1977
deposition, did not have uranium or thorium concentrations above
background. However, these cores were taken at theedge of
Steed Pond originally had an area of about 14 acres, and an the pond an,' would not reflect deposition in the deeper
area of about 11 acres when the spillway gave way in Portions of the pond.
September 1984. In the early 1960s, partof the spillway was
collapsed and the pond partially drained. Based on aerial Extensive sediment sampling was performed following the
photos, the pond still had a few acres of water in 1966 failure of Steed Pond's wooden spillway in August 1984.
indicating that the spillway was only partially removed. In Sediment core samples were collected from Steed Pond and
the early 1970s, the spillway was repaired and the pond Tims Branch upstream of Steed Pond (En. Rp. 86-30-2). A
returned to a surface area of about 11 acres. Because the totalof30coresweretakenin the Tims Branch system--15
spillway has never been completely removed, the pond has from Steed Pond and 15 between Steed Pond artdthe M Area
functioned as a sediment trap with varying efficiencies effluent ditch (see Figure 3-12). More sensitive and
Chapter 3. Uranium Concentrations and Transport at SR5
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Figure3-13. UraniuminSteedPondCores,1984Survey
L Steed uranium in the upper 6 inches of sediment had decreased
_ _ A "-Pond from 90% to 58% of the total. This decrease probably
%,J
reflects an increase in sediment deposition in Steed Pond
_ _ (_ between the 1966 and 1984 surveys.
_5 36 37
0 0 C) In 26 of the cores the sediment uranium distribution looked
3_/_)se _ normal, in that the highest concentration was in the upper 6
inches and decreased with increasing depth. In the other
][- Branch four cores, the highest uranium concentration was in the
fraction below 6 inches, in fact, the 3 highest uranium
Figure 3.12. SteedPond's Soil Core Locations concentrations in the 30 cores occurred in the sediment
fraction below 6 inches in Steed Pond and above Steed Pond
in Tims Branch (Figures 3-13 and 3-14).
accurate nonradiological methods were used to measure the
uranium concentration in the sediments in 1984. 4•00-
Steed Pond uranium sediment concentrations averaged 60% 3500 - 6"-18' O
higher than the sediments above Steed Pond (Table 3-3 on _ 3000- 18"-30"
page 3-23). The higher concentrations result from the _- .-v
longer residence time for water in Steed Pond as compared _ 2500 -
to the shallow beaver dam pondsand channel flow above
Steed Pond. The longer residence times allowed more time c" 2000-
o
for suspended solids to settle or sorption reactions to occur.
Uranium concentrations ranged from 0.9 ttg/g (background) _ 1500- •
to 6,165 ttg/g in the sediments of Steed Pond and 1.7 ttg/g _ "
= 1000- U • • •
(background) to 3,570 Ixg/g above Steed Pond. Uranium _ . O •
concentrations in sediments of the Tims Branch system are 500-ii _ O O
much higher than those of other small streams in the O _,_,-_-r-_ •,Savannah River watershed which average about 14 ttg/g 0 ,0. , _, ._-r-,4,'O•
(Faye and Hayes). 2021 22 2324252627 28293031 32 333435
SampleLocation(seeFigure3-12)
Uranium depthconcentrationprofilesshowthat mostof the
uranium is in the upper 6 inches of sediment (Figures 3-13 Figure 3-14. Uraniumin Tims BranchCores above Steed
and 3-14). In the 1984 Steed Pond survey, the percent of Pond, 1984Survey
3-7920208J.MPB
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To understand the cause for the higher uranium concentra- 5 -
tions at depth in the sediments below 6 inches would require
a detailed study of the cores. Some of the processes
involved in determining depth distributions include: 4-
deposition, erosion, and redeposition; size sorting during
deposition; changes in the flow regime; flood events;
manmade changes; changes in water level in a pond; 3-
biological processes; alterations in water chemistry; and
unplanned releases.
Inventory of Uranium ta Steed Pond 1
The inventory of uranium in Steed Pond was estimated to be
about 67,730 pounds using the 1984 sediment survey data 0 ! ! • ! • ! • 1
(Table 3-3 onpage3-23) andan areaof 13acres.This rough 1972 1976 1980 1984 1988
estimateindicatesthat about 70% of the uranium released Year
from 300 Area operations might be located in Steed Pond. Figure 3-15. GrossAlphaActivity in TimsBranchatTB#5
More thorough sampling of Steed Pond is needed to
substantiate this inventory. Uranium inventory for the rest
oftheTimsBranchsystemwasnotestimated, becauseofthe impact of reduced releases, the start of operation of the
limited data available, effluent treatment facility in M Area, and that uranium in
Tims Branch sediment is not remobilizing appreciably into
the waters of Tims Branch.
Upper Three Runs Creek
Nonradiological uranium measurements (ttf/g) began in
Both radiological and nonradiological monitoring for ura- 1984 at Tims Branch #5 following the partialcollapse of the
nium have been made in Tires Branch and in Upper Three Steed Pond spillway and continue to present. These results
Runs Creek below the confluence with Tims Branch. Gross show that the uranium concentration averages about 4.2 ppb
alpha monitoring in Upper Three Runs began in 1955 and (ttf/l) or about 20% of the proposed drinking water
continues to the present. Early monitoring in Tims Branch concentration guide of 20 ppb (Federal Register, July 1991)
focused on the areas near M Area and monitoring in the (Figure 3-16). Uranium concentrations in Tires Branch are
lower reach was not started until 1972 (the monitoring site higher than in the Savannah River and other background
identified as TB #5 in Figure 3-1). Beginning in 1984, streams by a factor of 80, which reflects the influence of
routine nonradioiogical measurements for uranium were
started in Tires Branch.
10-
Results from gross alpha monitoring in Upper Three Runs
Creek, below the confluence with Tims Branch, show little 8-
impact from M Area operations (Figure 3-15). The reason
M Area operationshavehadso little impacton grossalpha
concentrationsin Upper Three Runs Creek is becauseof 6 -
depositionof mostof the uraniumfrom M Area operations ..
in the Tims Branch system, and to the fifty fold dilution of
Tims Branch water after it enters Upper Three Runs Creek _ 4 -
(5 ft3/sec vs. 257 lP/see).
The decreasing gross alpha concentrations measured in 2 -
Tims Branch (Tims Branch #5) near its confluence with
Upper Three Runs Creek reflects the decreasing releases
from M Area operations(Figure 3-15). Since 1983, the 0 .......
gross alpha concentrationsat Tires Branch #5 have been 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
indistinguishablefrom grossalphaconcentrationsin Upper Year
Three Runs Creek (Figures 3-15 and 3-16), showing the Figure3-16. UraniumConcentrationsNear theMouthof
1"imsBranch
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Figure 3-17. Annual Transport of Uranium from Tims Figure 3-19. Average Gross Alpha Concentrationsin SRS
Branchto UpperThreeRunsCreek Streams andtheSavannahRiver
M-Area uranium releases. Uranium from Tims Branch is uranium will remain in the system a long time before it is
diluted by a factor of 50 after it mixes with Upper Three slowly delivered to Upper Three Runs Creek. A residence
Runs Creek. After mixing, the uranium concentration in time of about 2000 years is calculated for the uranium now
UpperThree Runs Creek is increased from 0.05 ppb to about in the Tims Branch system (96,000 pounds/44 pounds/
0.2 ppb or 1% of the proposed drinking water guide, year). This low loss rate results from the stability of the
sediments and the securing of the sediments by the abundant
Tires Branch uranium concentration measurements were floodplain vegetation.
used to estimate uranium loss rates from the Tires Branch
system to Upper Three Runs Creek. The loss rate from Tims
Branch system to Upper Three Runs Creek was estimated to Other SRS Streams and the Savannah River
be about 44 pounds/year (20 kg/year, Figure 3-17), which
would include the small uranium releases from M Area. Greater than 97% of the alpha activity released from SRS
This loss rate indicates thatthe uranium is remobilizing at an facilities was discharged from M Area (Figure 3-2). The
extremely low rate to Upper Three Runs Creek and that the remaining 3% and this alpha activity could come from any
number of radionuclides: uranium, transuranics, and natural
5- radionuclides contained in the process cooling water
obtained from the Savannah River and wells. With the
4 - exception of Upper Three Runs Creek (Figure 3-18), gross
alpha monitoring results from ali SRS downstream monitor-
ing locations show that the alpha concentrations are at or
3 near concentrations measured in offsite streams (Figures
3-19 and 3-20). These results indicate that uranium releases
from other SRS facilities have a negligible impact on alpha
2 - concentrations in SRS streams and the Savannah River.
Note that the gross alpha concentrations measured in the
Edisto River are consistently higher than those measured ingl
1 - _ _ / the Savannah River either upstream or downstream of the
SRS (Figure 3,20). Since no tributaries of the Edisto river
originate on the Savannah River Site, the activity in the
0 , .... , ..... , .... , .... , ..... , .... , ...... , Edisto must be due to naturally occurring radioactivity.
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
Year Nonradiological measurements for uranium in the mouth of
Figure 3.18. UraniumConcentrationsin UpperThreeRuns
Creek SRS streams and the Savannah River were started in 1988.
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Figure 3-20. Gross Alpha Activity in the Savannah and Figure 3-21. Concentrationsin the Mouthof SRS Creeks,
Edisto Rivers SavannahRiver,and NewberryCreek
These results confu'm the observations made from the gross
alpha measurements, in that SRS operations (except M M-Area operations and the remaining 3% from ali other
Area) have little if any impact on stream uranium concentra- SRS facilities. M Area operations released about 25 Ci or
tions (Figure 3-21). The uranium concentration at the 96,000 pounds to Titus Branch, a tributary of UpperThree
mouth of Upper Three Runs Creek is about 0.2 ppbor about Runs Creek, and most of that uranium remains in the
1% of the proposed drinking water concentration guide of sediments of the Tims Branch system. The loss rate of the
20 ppb. uranium is extremely low from theTims Branch system, and
initial estimates, based on 6 years of data, indicate a
residence time of 2000 years. The uranium concentration in
Summary Tims Branch is about 4 ppb (approximately 20% of the
proposed drinking water guide of 20 ppb). Uranium
A review of the uranium releases from SRS facilities to the concentrations in other SRS streams are at or near back-
site streams show that 97% of the releases occurred from ground concentrations (0.05 ppb).
3- I 0 92020B3.MP8
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AtmosphericTransport Of Uranium "
Concentrationsof radioactive materials in the air are filterpapersandcharcoalfilters arecollected andreplaced
measured at five monitoring stations on the site, 14 weekly; thetritiumabsorbersarechangedeverytwo weeks.
monitoringstationsat the site perimeter,and12 stationsat The collection media are then analyzed for radionuclide
distancesof approximately25 miles fromthe centerof the content. A complete discussion of the collection and
site (called 25-mile-radius stations). The site perimeter analyticalprocedurescan befoundinCummins,Martin,and
stations and the 25-mile-radius stations are strategically Todd, 1990.
located to permit continuous sampling within each 30°
sectoraroundSRS. Historically, the concentrationsof airbornealpha-emitting
radionuclidesin air samples around the SRS havebeen so
The locationsof the monitoringstations were selected to low thatspecific radiochemical analyses foruraniumin the
optimize the probabilityof detecting the routine or non- air filterswas not warranted.Uraniumandthoriumoccur
routine release of airborne radioactivity from the SRS naturallyinthesoil androcksintheregion. As thisnaturally
regardless of wind direction. The locations of the air occurring radioactivity decays, daughter products are
monitoringstationsareshown in Figure3-22. formed which are also radioactive. Both uraniumand
thoriumhave isotopesof theradioactive gas radon in their
Additionalair monitoringstationsare located in Savannah decay chain. Some of this radon gas escapes into the
and Macon, GA, and in Columbia and Greenville, SC atmospherewhereitcontributestothe backgroundairborne
(100-mile-radius stations). These locations areso distant radioactivity. The concentrationof this naturallyoccurring
from theSRS thatthe contributionsfrom SRS atmosphei'ic radioactivityvariesfromlocationto locationandeven with
releases to measured air concentrations are negligible, thetimeof day. Higherradonconcentrationsusuallyoccur
These stations serve as reference points for determining during atmospheric inversion conditions, typically in the
background radioactivity concentrations from natural earlymorninghours duringthe summer. Variationsin the
sources andfrom worldwidefallout. Airborneradioactive concentrationsof naturally occurringradioactivity at the
materials are measured at the monitoring stations by various monitoringlocationstend to obscurepotentialSRS
drawing air samples throughthe appropriateair media--- contributionsto local airborneuraniumactivity.
filter paper,charcoal filters, and tritiumabsorbers. The
The average total alpha activity measured in air at the
various monitoring stations is shown in Figure 3-23 for
• SouthCarolina
Aiken • N
Ausu • -"• PlantPerimetero
ssr s,___ ' Williston 2.5 25MileRadius +• Denmark 0 100 ileRadius +
• Barnwell _ 4.
Savannah_' __, • _ 1.5
Waynesboro "_1 J,_ 4" • 4D + 4.
1.0- • + 4. • ,t *
• •••+.+° 4,'_* o. "
Georgia ( Allendale - • * _ _ "_ •
• 0_,____0 _ 0.5-.s
Kilometers
0'01 .... I .... I .... , .... ,
o OnsiteMonitorStations
• SitePerimeterMonitorStations 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990
• 25-Mile(40-km)RadiusMonitorStation.c M911ebO52.05 Year
Figure3-22. SRSAirMonitoringLocations Figure3.23. GrossAlpha Air ActivityAroundtheSRS
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1972-1989. Examination of the figure shows that the that local variations in naturally occurring radioactivity
concentration of gross alpha-emitting activity is frequently mask SRS releases of alpha-emitting radionuclides. Thus,
higher at the more distant monitoring stations than at any of potential contributions to offsite doses from SRS uranium
the stations closer to SRS including onsite stations. This releases must be calculated rather than measured as
fact tends to confirm the conclusion expressed previously discussed in Chapter 5.
3-12 : 9zo2oa3.M_
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Groundwater Transport Of Uranium
There is no indication that the uranium contamination in slower by orders of magnitude than the ambient ground-
shallow groundwater aquifers at SRS has reached the public water.
zone. The uranium in groundwater is generally confined to
specific locations under waste management operating areas A comprehensive assessment of hydrological conditions
bom which it travels toward surface streams with the and the status of groundwater contamination has been
normal flow of groundwater, completed for each SRS environmental site that contains
radioactivity. These assessments arecontained in a series of
Primary factors in the confinement of uranium to environmental informationdocumentsthatwerecompleted
groundwater are the size of the site and the local hydrologi- bom 1985 to 1986. A brief summary of the data contained
cal conditions. Because the contaminated areas are located in these documents plus additiona_ relevant information
near the center of the 753-km 2site, there is a buffer zone of from the annual SRS Environmental Reports areprovided in
sufficient size to contain the uranium within the site this section. The reference environmental documents
boundaries until it outcrops into a site stream (Figure 3-1). contain additional information.
Uranium in groundwater results from past waste disposal The .sources of groundwater uranium, measurements of
practices that were consistent with general industry methods uranium in groundwater, transport of uranium in
bom the 1950s to the early 1980s. Sources of uranium in groundwater, modeling efforts, and the ultimate fate of the
groundwater are principally wastewater released to earthen uranium will be discussed in the following sections on each
seepage basins, buried solid wastes and residues, and uranium source in groundwater at SRS. Unresolved issues
leachates that have percolated through the soil to the upper will also be addressed when relevant.
groundwater aquifers. SRS waste disposal practices signifi-
cantly improved in the late 1980s with the phase-out of
seepagebasin usagein ali nonreactorfacilities. The SRSGroundwater System
Uranium enteringthe groundwatersystemwould be trans- The Coastal Plain groundwater system _ SRS is very
ported downgradient, forming a plume within the complex. The geologyat the site indicatesapastenviron-
groundwater. This type of movement within the ment where many interbedded clay, silt, and sand layers
groundwater flow system is referred to as advection (or were deposited in an intricate three-dimensional flow
convection). The movement and mixing of uranium in the system. The groundwater system can be divided into six
groundwater flow system are influenced by hydrodynamic main units, which are composed of several separate
dispersion, chemical adsorption, molecular diffusion, and geologic layers (Figure 3-24).
chemical specie. The mechanical mixing results from
velocity differences produced by heterogeneities in the Atthebaseofthegroundwatersystemisadenseclay, which
physical system through which the groundwater moves and retards the movement of water (an aquitard). Overlying this
the tortuosity of the path traveled. Molecular diffusion layer is the region of loosely packed sediments laid down
occurs as the result of the molecular activity and is usually during the Cretaceous period (formerly referred to as the
much less important than the effect of mechanical mixing. Tuscaloosa formation). The Cretaceous-age unit is an
These two mixing processes cause a spreading of uranium in excellent source of water and can sustain yields of 63 L/sec.
groundwater over a larger area than advection alone would
produce, resulting in a dilution of uranium. A 30-40 meter thick unit that is composed of thick silty clay
material that forms a leaky aquitard unit above the
Uranium in groundwater may be complexed by, or react Cretaceous aquifer. Overlying this aquitard is a Tertiary-
with, many constituents in the groundwater depending upon age aquifer. This unit is on average 30-m thick, consisting
factors such as pH, dissolved oxygen, complexing agents, predominantly of fine-to-medium and medium-to.coarse,
etc. As a result, the mobility of uranium in groundwater at well-sorted sands. The Tertiary-age aquifer is not nearly as
SRS is highly dependent upon the local chemical state of the prolific as the Cretaceous aquifer below it, but it can sustain
groundwater. Thus, uranium in the groundwater may move yields up to 6.3 L/sec.
at the same rate as the groundwater or be retarded and move
Uranium in the Savannah River Site Environment
produce 0.06 L/s for a substantial period of time.
Nevertheless, it is a distinct and important hydrologic unit
because any aquifer contamination entering at the surface
must flow through the water table unit before entering other
groundwater units or discharging to surface waters. The
F_ _ _. _: thickness of the water table varies greatly across the site d_e
_" l_"_ 1_" _t to the changing topography. The thickness can be as low as
-- _ "-t_ r zero where soil has been eroded away by a stream or as deep
• .'o ,;,,,,• . ..,:.:.-.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.,....
__ In some areas it is necessary to modify the units defined
_'..-:_'- •- -- -, - -- -,.., ---_. .............. abovebecauseof localfeatures. Forexample,to effectively_l_h, eO__hh_ :.•. •.e.• .qm_:.._--.. ..... •
_- a _.._;.a.g_ql!_.]b • :_:.:.'.__ ,_..:i_.:.:.:._ describe the groundwater system in the northern part of
_oe. saee_ ago "a_., _m_ sg.ej't s ......__,::_;_. • ........_" L"_ SRS, it is necessary to divide the water table unit into three
_'-2-_.-7_. :.:.:.:.
_. _P_;:_..':'_....- units consisting of an aquitard(referred to locally as the "tans=e--os_,,_e -a eo,_e -e s "B _ t "*t _ e_ a _ e • •
_" ",-,_.:h_,-' :.'_ clay") between two units with groundwater characteristics,. 2.::2__:_.: "_ :.:.:.-
.,-- ::,_-.,::,_,,::,_,::._..,.",_:,'.,_:,':,_ .:... • :.""-- like the single water table unit. At K-, L-, and P-Reactor
Areas, in the southern portion of the site, evidence from core
descriptions and geophysical logs indicates that the tan clay
is very sporadic and thin in these areas and is, therefore, not
a consistent unit.
Figure 3-:24. Geological CrossSectionshowing theMain
Aquifers
F-Area Seepage Basins
Overlying the Tertiary aquifer is a depositional layer which
acts as a leaky aquitard unit. This unit is often referred to as The F-Area seepage basins are located in the central portion
the "green clay", a local designation in early documents of SRS, west of Road C and opposite Road E (Figure 3-25)
because of the color of the glauconite interbedded in this approximauJy 8 km from the nearest site boundary. The
layer. Overlying this unit is the water table unit, which basins are at an elevation of about 85 m and approximately
extends to the surface. The water table unit is not an aquifer 610 m northwest of Four Mile Creek and 1830 m southwest
by strict definition because of its low water-producing of UpperThreeRunsCreek.Thebottomsurfaceofthethree
capabilities. Several wells in the water table at SRS cannot F-Area basins covers approximately 22,000 m2. The three
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Figure 3.25. Locationof F- andH-Area SeepageBasinson theHigh GroundBetweenUpper Three RunsandFourMile
Creek
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N H-AreaSeepageBasins
Basin1
\ FSB-76 The H-Area seepage basins are located in the center of SRS,
Basin 2 _ @ southwest of Road E and north of Road 4 (Figure 3-27),
_11F24 approximately 10 km from the nearest plant boundary.
FSB.87 _ "__ F1 Basin3 hasbeeninactivesince1962. Useof basins1,2, and
F23 _ __77 F_5 havenowbeenstabilizedandcapped.The four basinshada
combinedfloor areaof approximately42,700 mz.The three
i_// I_FI ml basins that operated until 1988 had a combined capacity of
F14 approximately 140,000 m3at overflow conditions.Waste.
F16 mlWSB'78 • 5 water tothesebasinsenteredthrougha singleundergroundpipeline into Basin 1, then traveledfrom Basin 1 through
F19 F18 II F17 Q four pipelinesinto Basin2 andthento Basin4. The purpose
J II II of thesebasinswasto usethesoil columnandgroundwater
0 400 pathways to delay the release of radioactivity to surface
, , , streams.
• FSB-79
Since 1955, the H-Area seepage basins have receivedFigure 3.26. Placementof Wells AroundtheF-AreaSeep-
age Basins wastewater containing cooling water from the tritium
facilities, other H-Area operations, retention basin transfers,
the receiving basins for offsite fuel, and two tank farmwaste
F-Mea basins had a combined capacity of about 109,000 m3
at overflow conditions. From 1955 to 1988, the F-Area
seepage basins routinely received wastewater containing
uranium from the F-Area separations facilities. The
wastewaters entered the basins through a single under- .....4rc _"""-"_sin 1 H3
ground pipeline into Basin 1 and then flowed from Basin 1 17 H1t'_ IHSB133D
to Basin 2 and Basin 3 through underground pipelines
(Figure 3-26). Most of the groundwater flow from the
F-Area basins to Four Mile Creek is from Basin 3. The
purpose of these basins was to delay the release of /Xx HSB66 /--_ 03D
radionuclides to surface streams by using the unsaturated BG10t/ _ /' I ,_H13
soil column and groundwater pathways. The basins were _,- _-_ ///li HSBIOI[D _3H14klIHSB134D
HSB11'b"1_'-_ -_. /H_'B107D •
taken out of service in 1988 and have since been stabilized ,..,: • i_,,,v._Basin4_/ .... . H15
and covered with a low permeability cap tO reduce HSB86miser14_ • H18 m
infiltration of contaminants to the groundwater. HSB11lE H19 HSB_39[
HSB1371_DHS
Groundwater flow at the basins is generally downward
through the unsaturated zone to the water table. When this HSB129D ......"
vertical flow from the seepage basin reaches the water table, m O
the flow path is generally downward and horizontal toward
Four Mile Creek. The average gradient between Basin 3 and 0
Four Mile Creek is approximately 0.014. The uranium Legend bl
isotopes _U, "su, and _U are routinely detected above • MonitoringWell 1backgroundin watertablemonitoringwells adjacentto and • ClusterofMonitoring
downgradientfrom theF-Mea SeepageBasins. Concentra- _3 _ i _0 Wells
tions at some of these wells exceed the proposed drinking Meters ------ SeepLine
water standardby an orderof magnitude. Recently, _U, O SamplingLocationfor
23sU,andz3sUhavebeendetectedat the outcropalongFour SurfacedGroundwater
Mile Creek, at least 100 m downgradientfrom the basins. Figure3-27. Locationof H-AreaSeepageBasinWells
(Haselow etal., 1990)
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evaporators. The average daily flow into the basins for 1985
was 577 m3/day. Radioactive releases to the seepage basins, /"
as monitored by the Environmental Monitoring Section,
were greater than 99% tritium, but also contained other .".
radionuclides includingzuu, z_U, and_U. _.. / SRLSeepageBasins
''_ [3-1
Flow out of the seepage basins is approximately vertically
downward through the unsaturated zone to the water table. M Are_
The horizontal component of groundwater flow from
beneath the H-Area seepage basins is toward Four Mile •
Creek. The average gradient between Basin 4 and Four Mile M-AreaSettling Basin
Creek ranges between 0.02 and 0.033, but this gradient
includes an increased gradient as the creek is approached.
The water table at H-Area seepage basins is 4.6 to 7.6 m 2
below ground level and crops out at Four Mile Creek from
120 to 430 m south of the basins. Once in the water table,
uranium moves horizontally to Four Mile Creek and
vertically into lower aquifers where it moves to Four Mile
Creek and Upper Three Runs Creek and ultimately to the
Savannah River. Isotopes of uranium ("_U, _uU and _'U)
are routinely monitored in watertable monitoring wells near Figure 3-28. Locationof M-AreaSettling Basin and SRL
the H-Area basins at concentrations above proposed drink- Seepage Basins
ing water standards. They have also been detected above
these standards at the Four Mile Creek seepline effluent mayhavealsocontainedacids(nitric, phosphoric,
downgradient from the basins (Haselow et al., 1990). or sulfuric) or caustic (sodium hydroxide).
Estimates of total uranium discharge to the basin system are
M-Area Settling Basin and Lost Lake not available until after 1974, when flow instruments were
installed. From 1974 through 1985, a total of 1.15 Ci of
The M-Area Settling Basin and Lost Lake are located in uranium was released to the basin.
M Area (Figure 3-28). The location is in the northwestern
section of SRS and is approximately 1,800 m from the Several groundwater monitoring wells are located around
nearest site boundary. The basin was closed and covered the M-Area settling basin and Lost Lake. These wells are
with a clay cap in 1990. The bottom dimensions of the basin sampled quarterly and the water is analyzed for several
were approximately 85 m x 70 m with a depth of about constituents. The results of the quarterly analyses indicate
5.2 m. The total original liquid capacity of the basin was that uranium is below the detection limit in the groundwater
about 30,000 m3. Liquids were discharged into the basin surrounding the basin and Lost Lake. However, there are
through an underground sewer, detectable amounts of uranium in the soils that remain in the
basin (Pickett et al., 1987).
Lost Lake is a natural impression of approximately 10 to 25
acres, depending on water level. Prior to closure of the
settling basin, Lost Lake was wet except during very low SRL Seepage Basins
precipitation periods. Water levels in Lost Lake varied
widely as a result of increases in process discharges and The Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) Seepage Basins are
rainfall. Lost Lake has no outlet; therefore, ali liquids that located in the northwestern section of the Savannah River
entered the area either seeped into the ground or evaporated. Site in the 700 Area (Figure 3-28). The basins are about
1000 m from the nearest site boundary. Currently, the four
The waste effluent generated from M-Area operations that basins are out of service. When in operation, the basins
was discharsed to the basin can be characterized as received low-level radioactive wastewater from laborato-
electroplating waste from aluminum-forming and metal- ries located in Buildings 735-A and 773-A. A total of
finishing processes.The waste effluent contained hydroxide 130,000 m3 of wastewater was sent to the basins. Only
precipitates of aluminum, uranium, nickel, lead, and other wastewater with radioactivity less than 100 dpm/mL alpha
metals. Depending on the operating schedule, the waste and/or 50 dpm/mL beta-gamma was discharged to the
3-16 9:o:oej.M,,e
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basins. The uranium and plutonium content of the waste
transferred to the basins during 1982 averaged 0.4 mCi per
month. Uranium and plutonium in the waste water were
divided approximately as follows: _U (90%), _Pu (5%),
and zwPu(5%) UpperThreeRu
The first two basinswere placed into operation in 1954;
Basin 3 and Basin 4 were added in 1958 and 1960,
respectively. The four basins are connected sequentially by
overflow channels; however, the final basin has no over-
flow. Any fluid losses from the SRL Seepage Basins were
predominantly from seepage through the bottom of the
basins. Wastewater seldom entered Basin 4 because Basin
seepage in Basins I through 3 was approximately equal to
input volume. D Area
Six groundwater monitoring wells (ASB 1 through 6)
immediately adjacent to the basins were installed in 1981.
As part of the basin characterization program, three Figure 3.29. Locationof theOld TNX SeepageBasin
additional wells (ASB 7, ASB 8, and ASB 9) were installed
at varying distances from the basin to determine the
approximate groundwater gradients and flow directions, nearest plant boundary to the basin, is 305 m to the west.
The results of quarterly analyses of groundwater near the Much of the land between the basin and the river is
SRL basins indicate that uranium are not above background swampland.
concentrations. Analyses of soil at the basins indicate that a
few soil samples have concentrations of 2-_sUabove back- The Old TNX Seepage Basin was built in 1958 and has
ground (Fowler et al., 1987). The sU is not detectable in received wastewater from pilot-scale tests conducted at
the groundwater because it is diluted or retarded signifi- TNX in support of plant Separations Areas, fuel and target
cantly by the soil and has not reached the water table, manufacturing areas, and the Defense Waste Processing
Facility (DWPF). Inthe spring of 1980, the wastewater flow
to the basin was stopped, and the ba.,,in was taken out of
CMX/TNX Seepage Basins service.
There are three distinct disposal sites that have been When inoperation, process wastewater was delivered to the
identified at the TNX Area of the SRS. They are the TNX old TNX basin through an underground 20-cm-diameter
burying ground, the old TNX basins, and the new TNX vitrified pipeline. This pipeline entered the basin through
basins. The disposal records indicate that the TNX burying the north wall of the settling section. A 13-cm weir
ground and the old 'FNX basins received uranium in the permitted effluent from the settling section to flow over into
form of uranyl nitrate, while the new TNX basins have never the main section. A similarly sized weir across thewest wall
received radioactive material. Analyses of groundwater in of the main section directed the basin's overflow down into
the vicinity of the old TNX basins indicate that 23_'_-uUare the nearbyTNX swamp. During the 22-year loading history
the only isotopes of uranium that are present in concentra- of the basin, overflow from the basin has resulted in the
tions above 1 pCi/L; at the groundwater monitoring wells creation of an outfali delta about 30 m wide inside the
near the TNX burying ground, both sU, 23_';-uUare above swamp.
1 pCi/L in at least one well (Cummins et al., 1990).
Depleted uranium was discharged to theold TNX basin, but
no estimate of the amount is available.
Old TNX Seepage Basin
The old TNX seepagebasin is located in the southwestern TNX BuryingGround
section of the TNX facility (Figure 3-29). The basin was
constructedintwo sections:an inletsectionandalargemain The TNX burying ground, locatedwithin the TNX Area,
section.Togetherthesetwo sectionsencompassedapproxi- wasoriginally built to disposeof debrisfrom an experimen-
mately952 ms of TNX land area. The SavannahRiver, the talevaporatorexplosionatTNX in 1953.As indicatedinthe
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discussion in Chapter 2, this evaporator contained approxi- conductivity is approximately 4 m/day. If one assumes the
mately 590 kg of uranyl nitrate. From 1980 to 1984, much of effective porosity is 0.20, then the horizontal velocity of the
thewaste material buried at TNX was excavated and sent to groundwater in the water table is approximately 1.4 m/day.
the SRS radioactive waste burial grounds for reburial. An
estimated 27 kg of uranyl nitrate remains buried at TNX. A leaky aquitard separates the water table and the next
The TNX Burying Ground consists of three sites knewn to deepest underlying water-bearing unit aquifer IIA at TNX.
contain waste and one site suspected of containing waste Based on available hydraulic head information for the water
material, table and aquifer IIA, the gradient is vertically upward.
Thus, contamination in the water table is prevented from
The water table is approximately 12 to 15 m directly below migrating deeper and remains in the water table until it
the ground surface at the TNX facility at an elevation of outcrops at the Savannah River.
approximately 30 m above MSL. This is approximately the
same elevation asthe Savannah River flood plain adjacent to
the TNX facility. The water table depth to the northwest is Other Locations
approximately 6 to 9 m, at an elevation of approximately
37 m above MSL. The C-, R-, K-, L-, and P-Area reactor discharge basins ali
have received small amounts of uranium that were not
Groundwater level measurements in water table wells in the captured during deionization. Also, the Ford Building
area indicate a westerly direction of horizontal groundwater received some uranium isotopes. The groundwater at the
movement toward the Savannah River floodplain. The monitorin8 wells at these facilities is only monitored for
average hydraulic gradient in the water table is approxi- gross alpha, and therefore, it is impossible to determine the
mately 0.07. Based on a recet,t aquifer test, the hydraulic uranium levels.
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Table 3-1. Specific Activityof Uraniumas a Function of Isotopic Content(Page 1of 2)
z_su mU z_U Specific Activity,
Percent Percent Percent _ams/curie
0.00 0.00e+00 1.000e+02 2.975e+06
0.01 7.500-05 9.999e+01 2.932e+06
0.02 1.50o-O4 9.998e+01 2.891e+06
0.03 2.250-04 9.99%+01 2.851e+06
0.04 3.000-04 9.996e+01 2.812e+06
0.05 3.75o-.04 9.995e+01 2.774e+06
0.06 4.50e--04 9.994e+01 2.737e+06
0.07 5.25o-04 9.993e+01 2.701e+06
0.08 6.000-04 9.992e+01 2.666e+06
0.09 6.75e-04 9.991e+01 2.632e+06
0.10 7.50e.d)4 9.990e+01 2.599e+06
0.11 8.25e-04 9.989e+01 2.566e+06
0.12 9.000-04 9.988e+01 2.534e+06
0.13 9.75e.-04 9.98%+01 2.504e+06
0.14 1.05e-03 9.986e+01 2.473e-_36
0.15 1.13e-03 9.985e+01 2.444e+06
0.16 1.20e--03 9.984e+01 2.415e+06
0.17 1.28e.d)3 9.983e+01 2.387e+06
0.18 1.35e-03 9.982e+01 2.360e+06
0.19 1.43e--03 9.981e+01 2.333e+06
0.20 1.50e--03 9.980e+01 2.307e+06
0.21 1.58e--03 9.979e+01 2.281e+06
0.22 1.65e-03 9.978e+01 2.256e+06
0.23 1.73e-03 9.977e+01 2.232e+06
0.24 1.80e--03 9.976e+01 2.208e+06
0.25 1.88e-.03 9.975e+01 2.1844:+06
0.26 1.95e-03 9.974e+01 2.161e+06
0.27 2.03e--03 9.973e+01 2.139e+06
0.28 2.10e-03 9.972e._J1 2.117e+06
0.29 2.18e-.03 9.971e+01 2.095e+06
0.30 2.25o.-03 9.970e+01 2.074e+06
0.31 2.33e-03 9.969e+01 2.053e+06
0.32 2.40e-03 9.968e.01 2.033e+06
0.33 2.48e--03 9.967e+01 2.013e+06
0.34 2.55e--03 9.966e+01 1.994e+06
0.35 2.63e--03 9.965e+01 1.974e+06
0.36 2.70e-03 9.964e+01 1.956e+06
0.37 2.78e-03 9.963e+01 1.937e+06
0.38 2.85e--03 9.962e+01 1.919e+06
0.39 2.93e--03 9.961e+01 1.901e+06
0.40 3.0(0--03 9.960e+01 1.884e+06
0.41 3.08e-03 9.959e+01 1.867e+06
0.42 3.15e-03 9.958e+01 1.850e+06
0.43 3.23e--03 9.957e+01 1.833e+06
0.44 3.30e-03 9.956e+01 1.817e+06
0.45 3.38e--03 9.955e+01 1.801e+06
0.46 3.45e--03 9.954e+01 1.786e+06
0.47 3.53e--03 9.953e+01 1.770e+06
0.48 3.60e-03 9.952e+01 1.755e+06
0.49 3.68e--03 9.951e+O1 1.740e+06
0.50 3.75e--03 9.950e+01 1.726e+06
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Table 3-1. Specific Activity of Uranium as a Function of Isotopic Content (Page 2 of 2)
23su _U 23sU Specific Activity,
Percent Percent Percent grams/curie
0.51 3.83e-03 9.949e+01 1.711 e+06
0.52 3.9(k,--03 9.948e+01 1.697e+06
0.53 3.98e--03 9.947e+01 1.683e+06
0.54 4.05e-03 9.946e+01 1.670e+06
0.55 4.13o--03 9.945e+01 1.656e+06
0.56 4.20e--03 9.944e+01 1.643e+06
0.57 4.28e--03 9.943e+01 1.630e+06
0.58 4.35e--03 9.942e+01 1.617e+06
0.59 4.43e--03 9.941e+01 1.604e+06
0.60 4.50e--03 9.940e+01 1.592e+06
0.61 4.58e--03 9.939e+01 1.580e+06
0.62 4.65e-03 9.938e+01 1.568e+06
0.63 4.73e--03 9.937e+01 1.556e+06
0.64 4.80e--03 9.936e+01 1.544e+06
0.65 4.88e--03 9.935e+01 1.533e+06
0.66 4.95e--03 9.934e+01 1.521e+06
0.67 5.03e-03 9.932e+01 1.510e+06
0.68 5.10e--03 9.9310+01 1.499e+06
0.69 5.18e-.03 9.930e+01 1.488e+06
0.70 5.25e--03 9.929e+01 1.477e+06
0.71 5.33e--03 9.928e+01 1.467e+06
0.72 5.40e--03 9.927e+01 1.457e+06
0.73 5.48e--03 9.926e+01 1.446e+06
0.74 5.55e--03 9.925e+01 1.436e+06
0.75 5.63e--03 9.924e+01 1.426e+06
0.76 5.70e--03 9.923e+01 1.416e+06
0.77 5.78e--03 9.922e+01 1.407e+06
0.78 5.85e--03 9.921e+01 1.397e+06
0.79 5.93e-03 9.920e+01 1.388e+06
0.80 6.00o4}3 9.919e+01 1.378e+06
0.81 6.08e-03 9.918e+01 1.369e+06
0.82 6.15e--03 9.917e.O 1 1.360e+06
0.83 6.230-.03 9.916e+01 1.351e.06
0.84 6.30e-03 9.915e+01 1.342e+06
0.85 6.38e--03 9.914e+01 1.334e+06
0.86 6.45e.-03 9.913e+01 1.325e+06
0.87 6.53e.-03 9.912e+01 1.317e+06
0.88 6.60e-03 9.911e+01 1.308e+06
0.89 6.68e--03 9.910e+01 1.300e+06
0.90 6.75e--03 9.909e+01 1.292e+06
0.91 6.83e--03 9.908e+01 1.284e+06
0.92 6.90e--03 9.907e+01 1.276e+06
0.93 6.98e-03 9.906e+01 1.268e+06
0.94 7.05e--03 9.905e+01 1.260e+06
0.95 7.13o-03 9.904e+01 1.252e+06
0.96 7.20o-03 9.903e+01 1.245e+06
0.97 7.28e-.03 9.902e+01 1.237e+06
0.98 7.35e-03 9.901e+01 1.230e+06
0.99 7.43e-03 9.900e+01 1.223e+06
1.00 7.50e-03 9.899e+01 1.215e+06
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3-3. Uranium Sediment Cores from Steed Pond*
Reference 0-6 Inches, 6-12 Inches, 12-24 Inches
Sample No. ttg/g _tg/g ttg/g
1 239 1,9 0.5
2 718 104.0 1.2
3 656 6.4 1.8
4 570 2.9 1.6
5 754 41.5 29.0
6 1113 1.7 0.9
7 684 12.0 0.3
8 770 318 36.5
9 2665 734 1.6
10 1853 6165 605
11 2211 3577 215




Avg 1260 914 75
Weighted Avg
(0-24 inches) 581
* From SRS Annual Environmental Monitoring Report, 1985
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Chapter 4.
Health Effectsa,r_dBiological Fate of Uranium
in Man
Uraniu__,may be introduced into the body by inhalation, ingestion, or injection. For
occupationally exposed individuals, inhalation is probably the most significant pathway
('r_nnenbaum, 1951). In the general population, inhalation and ingestion are of primary
concern.
In this Chapter, the health effects arising from the chemical and radiological properties of
uraniumare discussed. The distribution and retention of uranium in the bodyis also described.
Additionally, the figures-of-merit used by various advisory committees and regulatory
agencies tominimize, and in some casesquantify, risks from uranium exposure are presented.
Chapter 4. HealthEffects and Biological Fate of Uranium in Man
General Considerationsof Uranium Toxicity
Since the mid-nineteenth century, it has been recognized cigarettes are at a proportionally higher risk, which may
that the injection c.f large doses of uranium into the body indicate a synergistic effect between ore dust, radiation, and
significantly damages the kidneys (Stannard, 1988). Such cigarette smoking (Lundin et al., 1969, Doull et ai., 1980).
effects are c, result of the chemical characteristics of
uranium. For this reason, and because of its low specific In addition to the route of entry, a number of other factors
activity, the chemical toxicity of ingested or injected may affect uranium toxicity. Such factors include the nature
uranium generally presents a greater risk to exposed ofthe uranium compound, the history ofprevious exposure,
individuals than radiological toxicity, and the biological response to exposure, which varies from
person to person.
Uranium may also present a significant health risk when
inhaled in large concentrations. Long-term inhalation of Age at exposure, however, does not appear to be a major
uranium dust has been implicated in the development of consideration (Tannenbaum, 1951). Among the factors
lung cancers. The principal population for which this effect listed here, the nature of the uranium compound is perhaps
has been observed has been ore miners. Miners who smoke most significant.
9202083.MPB 4-1
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Uranium Intake Rate and Body Burden
Since uranium is present naturally in soils and fertilizers, it The uranium content of the body is on the order of 90 lag,
may also be found in food and human tissues. The average most of which is located in the skeletal system. Lesser
intake of uranium from ali dietary sources ranges from amounts will be found in the kidneys and in fat and muscle
about I-2 lag/day (Welford and Baird, 1967, ICRP, 1979, tissue (Hamilton, 1972, ICRP, 1979).
Singh et al., i 990). The intake of uranium from tap water is
generally negligible in comparison (Eisenbud, 1987).
4- 2 9202083.MPB
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Distribution and Retention in the Body
From 60% to essentially 100% of the uranium deposited in As noted in the figure, each body organ isconsidered to have
the body by inhalation or ingestion is eliminated quite two compartments in which uranium may be deposited--
rapidly (ICRP, 1979, Doull et al., 1980). Of the fraction one that eliminates most of the uranium within weeks and
retained in the body, approximately 22% is transferred one that may retain uranium for years. Long-term retention
through body fluids to the bone. Another 24% is considered of uranium compounds (i.e., compounds with long biologi-
to be equally distributed in the kidneys and other soft cal half-lives) it, likely for about 10% of the uranium
tissues. The remaining 54% is not retained by the transfer deposited in bone and is essentially negligible for kidneys
compartment (body fluids) and is eliminated without further and other tissues.
exposure of body tissues (ICRP, 1979). This process is
illustrated in Figure 4- !.
(a) Material Translocated to the Gastrointestinal (GI) Tract Following Inhalation or Ingestion
ii
Transfer Compartment
: 0.05 (Body Fluids) 0.002 /




(b) Material Translocated to body Fluids
0"223 - B°ne _20d i5000d
0.1205 = Kidney _ 6d1500d
Transfer Compartment 0.1205 L Other* I 0.996 I 6d . = Excretion
(Body Fluids) - 10.004 15°1.-2._-Q-_-4
0.536 _
Other* = Assumed uniformly distributed in remaining soft tissue mass.
Figure 4-1. Biological Fate of Uranium in Man
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Chemical Toxicity
Relative to radiation dosimetry, the dosimetry of chemicals (EPA) and other U.S. regulatory and advisory agencies
involves a more complex series of processes. Radiation-in- have, however, provided some guidance. These guidelines
duced damage results from the deposition of energy in were born out of the necessity of addressing the risk
tissues via fairly well-known mechanisms, lt is a unidirec- assessment needs of the toxic waste and environmental
tionai phenomenon which is therefore predictable to a restoration projects for which they are responsible.
certain degree. In contrast, chemically-induced damage
arises from a myriad of pathways, essentially ali of which The EPA recognizes two broad categories of chemical
also have the potential for action via feedback mechanisms, toxins: carcinogensand noncarcinogens. For the purpose of
Chemicals may affect their own metabolism and excretion conducting risk assessments, these two categories of
rates, and/or may be chemically altered to greater or lesser hazards are treated in quite distinct fashions. The applica-
toxic forms, tion of those methodologies to environmental exposure
conditions is described below.
Mechanisms of Action
Carcinogens
Uranium in the human body is likely to be present in a
chemical form referred toas a hexavalent uranyl ion, U(VI). An indicator of carcinogenic risk is the 10%Effective Dose
The key toxic feature of this form is its apparent ability to (ED10). The ED l0 represents the doseat which a 10percent
function as an enzyme inhibitor. Specifically, U(VI)is incremental carcinogenic response is observed (EPA,
believedto biock the metabolism ofglucose in the surface of 1986). The effective dose is expressed in the units of
a cell by inhibiting the enzyme hexokinase. Without access mg/kg/dayand is principally a function of thepotency factor
to this enzyme, glucose metabolism cannot occur assigned tothe carcinogen. A potency factor is basedon the
(Gindler, 1973). upper 95% confidence limit on the slope of the dose-re-
spongecurve and is specific to the route of intake.
Another principal mechanism of uranium toxicity is the
formation of complexing agents. Uranium, in relatively
insoluble forms, may come into contact with CO2prior to Noncarcinogens
being eliminated. In some cases a U(Vl)-bicarbonate
complex is formed. This complex is often sufficiently The analogous figure-of-merit for noncarcinogens is the
soluble to facilitate the transfer of uranium from the blood Minimum Effective Dose (MED). Once an MED (a
stream to other tissues such as the skeleton and the kidneys threshold for a given dose-response relationship) has been
(Gindler, 1973). established, it is then possible to assign a value for the
Chronic Acceptable Intake (AIC). For many chemicals an
The uranyl-bicarbonate complex is responsible for the AIC is essentially equivalent to the so-called reference dose
kidney damage induced by highuranium concentrations. As (RfD). RfDs are expressions of toxicant doses that are not
the proximal tubules of the kidneys resorb the bicarbonate likely to present appreciable risk of significant effects to
and liberate the urar.,,! ion, the tubular epithelium is human populations over a lifetimeofexposure (EPA, 1986).
damaged. This degeneration mayresult indeath. However,
if exposure is not severe, the epithelium will be regenerated When evaluating noncarcinogens, the severity of the effect
and recovery occurs (Doull et al., 1980). is also taken into account. Noncarcinogens are assigned




For chemical dosimetry, there is no single internationally-
accepted committee from which consensus relationships For both carcinogens and noncarcinogens, toxicity con-
between concentration and dose, and between dose and risk stants are assigned to chemicals as indicators of potential
are produced. The Environmental Protection Agency risk. Such constants are used to establish figures-of-merit
4 - 4 9202083.MPB
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Effective Severity Air Water Soil
Dose (MED), Constant (aTn) (wTn) (sTn)
mg/day (RVe) m3/kg L/mg k_mg
Ingestion 1.7 6 N/A '/.06 0.000353
Inhalation 1.7 6 70.6 N/A N/A
(EPA 1986)
for toxicant concentrations in air (aT), water (wT), and soil Uranium as an Indicator of Chemical ToxiciW
(sT). These values are derived from standardized assump-
tions about intake rates and body weight. For example, in In a case where uranium would be an appropriate indicator
the case of a carcinogen present in drinking water, wTc = 2 L of toxin, it would be treated as primarily a noncarcinogen for
water per day /(70 kg body weight x ED10). For purposes of an environmental health risk assessment. The
noncarcinogens, the calculation is wTn = (2 L water per day applicable figures-of-merit assigned to uranium and its
x RVe) / MED. Therefore, in either case, the appropriate compounds by the EPA are shown in Table 4-I.
units are L/rag. Note that the application of suffixes to the T
values provides the distinction between values based on As shown in Table 4-l, uranium has been assigned an RVe
carcinogens (c) and noncarcinogens (n). Analogous calcu- of 6, placing it in the mid-range of the severity scale used by
lations could then be performed for aT (air) and sT (soil) to the EPA. RVes of 5 to 6 indicate reversible cellular changes.
produce constants of ma/kg and k_mg, respectively. An RVe of 1 indicates no pathological changes; an RVe of





Forenriched uraniumthere is a point at whichthe potential
risk associated with the radiation dose exceeds that associ- 235,r92,.,7.04 x 108y> 2_Th + _He(4.37- 4.58 MeV)+ "ii*
ated with the chemical dose. The enrichment required to
invoke this change has been estimated to range from 5% to 238,,92u4.47 x 109y> 2_T h + _He_(4.15- 4.20 MeVt
16%by weight of_SU (Stannard, !988). At sucha transition
point, the primary tissue at riskchanges from the kidney to
the bone. *The _sU decay process is also accompanied by the release
of gamma rays (7) ranging inenergyfrom 0.14 to 0.20 MeV.
lt is important to note, however, that SRS releases of (MeV is the abbreviation for one million electron volts, a
uranium have been chiefly natural uranium or depleted - unit used to express energy on an atomic scale. One MeV --
that is, uranium which has a maximum z_sUcontent of 0.7% 1.6 x 10"njoules.)
by weight. Therefore, though both are minimal, the
chemical hazards outweigh the radiological hazards of
uranium released from SRS. The combination of the low Tissues at Risk from
specific activity of uranium and the magnitude of SRS Radiation-Induced Damageuranium releases produces dose contributions that are
insignificant. For example in 1989, the 2JsU and mU Because uranium is quickly eliminated from most other
contribution to offsite population doses from SPS atmos- body tissues, the skeletal system is the primarytissueat risk
pheric and liquid releases were approximately 1.6% and from exposure to uranium. This Is true for ali routes of
0.01%, respectively (Cummins et al., 1990). When one entry. However, when inhalation is the entry route, the
accounts for the fact that SRS releases represent about impact on the lungs should also be considered.
0.05% of the ionizing radiation dose received by members
of the public, the overall contribution from SRS atmos-
pheric and liquid uranium releases is notably less than Uranium in Bone
0.001%.
The damage tobone tissue from the decay of uranium arises
from the ability of the alpha particles to disrupt or alter
The Radiological Decay Process cellular function. This is particularlyimportantwithrespectto red bone marrow because it is the site of red blood cell
Uranium irradiates surrounding tissue by the emission of production. The primary radiation effects that could
ionizing radiation. Ionizing radiations are atomic panicles potentially result from exposure to uranium are osteosar-
andparcels of electromagnetic radiation that are sufficiently comas (bone cancers) and leukemia.
energetic to remove electrons from the atoms they encoun-
ter. Ionizing radiation may be divided into two general Uranium that is deposited inbone tissues and retained there
categories, which reflect the manner in which energy is for considerableperiodsoftime mayexhibitsomemobility.
transferred to the irradiated material. Low-LET (linear In other words, u_anium may migrate from outer bone
energy transfer) radiation is sparsely ionizing radiation: surfaces to inte_or regions of mineral bone, red bone
x-rays, gamma rays, and beta particles. High-LET radiation marrow, andsurface cells surrounding the redbone marrow.
is associated with densely ionizing radiation such as alp_ Such movement is an important consideration if the
particles, which deposit a relatively large amount of energy uranium has a long radiological half-life because it may
m a small volume of tissue. Alpha particles are helium result in long-term irradiation of these tissues, lt is also
nuclei ( 2 protons, 2 neutrons, and 0 orbiting electrons), conceivable that this "burial" of uranium in bone would
place it in contact with tissues that are more susceptible to
Radioactive isotopes of uranium decay _, the emission of radiation-induced damage than the original site of deposi-
alpha particles to form radioactive isotopes of thorium. The tion.
thorium isotopes are the first of many daughters produced
by the decay of a "-3sUor _gU atom. The applicable Uranium translocated to the spongy matrix of mineral bone
transformations and their respective half-lives are shown in (trabecular bone) presents a relatively low risk because
the following equations: trabecular bone is nota particularly radiosensitive tissue. In
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fact, regions of mineral bone may act as absorbers of effect (carcinogenesis). The QF for low-LET radiations
high-LET radiation and provide some degree of protection (x-rays, gamma rays, and beta particles) is one. The QF for
for more sensitive tissues, high-LET radiations such as alpha particles is 20. There-
fore, a one-rad dose of gamma radiation would be reported
The International Commission on Radiological Protection as a one-rem dose equivalent while a one-rad dose of alpha
(ICRP) recommends treating -'-_Uand 23sUas if they are radiation would be reported as a 20-rem dose equivalent.
uniformly distributed within the volume of mineral bone at
ali times following their deposition in the skeleton (ICRP, Doses received from occupational or environmental expo-
1979). sures are typically too small to express conveniently on the
rem scale. The unit specified for use by DOE when
referencing an individual's dose is the mrem (millirem),
Uranium in the Lungs which equals one one-thousandth of a rem.
Figure 4-1 traces the biological fate of uranium once it lt is sometimes useful to pool the doses received by
reaches the gastrointestinal tract. However, when inhala- individuals into a population or collective dose. The
tion is the entry route, the lungs are also at risk from DOE-sanctionedunitforcollectivedosesistheperson-rem.
radiation induced damage. The ICRP evaluates potential For example, if each of 100 individuals receives a dose of
damage to the lungs based on the lengthof time required to one rem, the resultant population dose is 100 person-rem.
clear one-half of the material from lung tissue. Three This person-rem collective dose equivalent may then be
retention classes are recognized: D (clearance half-time 0.5 used to relate the dose received to the risksof specific health
days), W (clearance half-time 50 days), and Y (clearance effects within that population.
half-time 500 days). A longer clearance time results in a
longer exposure time and therefore a greater lung dose. The
inhalation classes of common uranium compounds are Cancer RiskEstimates
shown in Table 4-2 (ICRP, 1979).
The most comprehensive estimates of cancer induction by
exposure to ionizing radiation come from studies of the
Evaluating Radiation Doses and Risks atomic bomb survivorsat Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Less
definitivestudies includethose of medicalpatients exposed
Radiation doses are expressed in terms of rad (radiation to therapeutic and diagnostic radiation. Studies of iabora-
absorbeddose). A dose of one rad is equal to the absorption tory animals have increased the understandingof dose-el-
of 100ergsof energypergramof absorbingmaterial. Since fect relationships.The International Commission on Radio-
one rad of absorbed dose from different types of radiation logical Protection(ICRP) has evaluated ali of these studies
can have different biological effects in man, the unit of rem andconcluded that the best estimateof lifetime riskof fatal
was developed. Rem doses, or more precisely, dose cancer for membersof the general population is approxi-
equivalents, are obtained by multiplying rad doses by a mately 500 cases per 1,000,000 person-rem(ICRP, 1991).
quality factor. The quality factor (QF)placesdoses fromali This is equivalent to one case per 2000 person-rem.
types of ionizing radiation on a common scaleof biological
Uranium in the Savannah River Site Environment
Summary
Uranium is a naturally occurring element that presents both tissues at risk from uranium exposure are specific to the
chemical and radiological hazards when taken into the body. health effect under consideration. For chemically-induced
lt is typically present in the environment and the human damage, the kidneys are the target organ. From a
body in concentrations that are too low to be deemed radiological perspective, the skeletal system is primarily at
significant heath risks, risk.
Most of the knowledge of the health effects of uranium has
been gained from studies with laboratory animals. The
Chapter 4. HealthEffects and Biological Fate of Uranium in Man
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Chapter 5.
Impacts of SRSUranium Releaseson the
Offsite Population
This Chapter describes the health impacts associated with exposure to SRS-releaseduranium.
The methodology used to produce dose estimates is presented. The results of a dose
assessment for uranium releases during the 1955-1989period are discussed.
Chapter 5. Impacts of SRSUranium Releases on the Offsite Population
Models of Uranium Transportand Dose
With the exception of tritium, most of the radioactive II (Simpson and McGill, 1980) is an essentially unaltered
materials currently released from SRS have such low version of the NRC code of the same name.
concentrations in the offsite environment that they are not
detectable by conventional monitoring techniques. There-
fore, the impact of SRS on offsite individuals and popula- Modeling Atmospheric Dispersion of
tions are calculated with mathematical models. These Radioactive Releases
models use known transport mechanisms for atmospheric
and liquid releases, and known major pathways of exposure The routine atmospheric transport of radioactive materials
to man. Modeled atmospheric and aqueous dispersion from SRS is evaluated on the basis of meteorological
characteristics of the site are periodically verified using conditions measured at seven onsite and one offsite
environmental tritium measurements (tritium is released meteorological towers. The towers relay wind speed,
during normal SRS operations), direction, and atmospheric stability information at five-sec-
ond intervals to the SRL via the WIND (weather informa-
The first models used at SRS for calculating offsite doses tion and display) system. Currently, a data base of this
were developed by the Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) information in the form of 60-min averages for 1982- !986 is
(Cooper, 1975). These models, MREM (atmospheric accessed by the transport code to determine site-specific
releases) and RIVDOSE (liquid releases), were first used in atmospheric dispersion characteristics.
1972. In 1982, MREM and RIVDOSE were replaced with
more technologically advanced models, which remain in The dispersion of an atmospheric release from SRS is
use. modeled using XOQDOQ, which computes concentrations
in the plume as a function of downwind distance and
SRS annual offsite doses are currently calculated with the compass sector. At the user's option, the plume can be
transport and dose models developed for the commercial depleted due to dry deposition or radioactive decay. Also,
nuclear industry (NRC, !977a, NRC, 1977b). The models plume concentrations can be reduced by taking into account
are implemented at SRS in the following computer pro- the upward displacement of the plume resulting from
grams: thermal buoyancy or momentum effects. This option is not
used at SRS; that is, no credit is taken for plume rise.
atmospheric releases
The plume concentration information generated by XOQ-
• MAXIGASP: calculates dose to offsite individual under DOQ is then used by the dose modeling program GASPAR
"maximum" or"average" exposure conditions to estimate doses to offsite individuals and populations.
• POPGASP: calculates offsite population doses GASPAR estimates doses from a number of pathways that
are simplified in Figure 5-I.
liquid releases
The doses estimated by GASPAR are reported on a
• LADTAP II: calculates offsite individual doses under pathway-specific basis as follows:
maximum or average exposure conditions and calculates
doses to offsite populations • plume- external dose from material suspended in the at-
mosphere
MAXIGASP and POPGASP are SRL-modified versions of • ground - external dose from material deposited on the
groundthe Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) programs
XOQDOQ (Sagendorf et al., 1982) and GASPAR (Ecker- • inhalation - internal dose from inhalation of contami-
man et al., 1980). The modifications were made to meet the nated material
requirements for input of physical and biological data that • vegetation- internal dose from consumption ofcontami-
are specific to SRS. The basic calculations in the XOQDOQ nated crops
and GASPAR programs have not been modified. LADTAP
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Direct,.Radiation doses for each of 160 regions ( !6 wind direction sectors at
10 distances per sector) within an 80-kilometer radius of the
I Croos I release location.Deposition ,a ana iv
--[ Plants _-_
" - In addition to compass-sector specific meteorological
information, POPGASP uses sector-specific data on popu-Deposition._[Soil ] _--'I"D i _ lation distribution and composition. Comparable data on_,-.--._ milk, meat, and vegetable production and consumption are
[ Rad'o-I 1_
also used in the code. These data bases are quite extensive
I active I and are available for review in the SRS Environmental
] _ Reports published annually. With respect to the human




Figure S-l. Simplified Pathways Between Radioactive Modeling Doses from Liquid Releases
Materials Released to the Atmosphere and
Man The consequences of liquid releases from SRS are modeled
using LADTAP II (liquid annual doses to ali persons). The
potential pathways of exposure from liquid releases to the
• milk - internal dose from consumption of milk produced environment are shown in Figure 5-2. The pathway-specific
in a contaminated area doses calculated by LADTAP are grouped into the follow-
• meat- internal dose from consumption of meat produced ing five categories:
in a contaminated area
s potable drinking water - internal dose from consump-
tion of drinking water of Savannah River erigin
MAXIGASP
The calculations required by XOQDOQ and GASPAR to
estimate maximum and average individual doses axe ] Radio.. i Direct Radiation
performed at SRS using the computer program MAX]- I active I
GASP. MAXIGASP calculates annual average ground- [MaterialsI _ luati,:']
level air concentrations and 50-year committed doses ata , ,_ i ..t._.:ants..] I'_ Fishingand _._
number of points along the site boundary in each of l6- [ Soi ] [ Sand and L ]_ [l Sp°rts Gear] ..
22.5 ° compass sectors, i
The main outputs from the program are the maximum dose L_ .I
equivalents to an individual along the SRS perimeter. The :luati
maximum-exposed individual is assumed to reside continu- "lim....._a '
ously at the location of highest exposure and to have living 1' --., Irrigation'- Water
and eating habits that maximize the dose. These assump- _ • ,
tions provide a ceiling on doses from atmospheric releases f-- _
 aa 'e'V,ea,slJ Live"']
as no such individual is believed to exist. I [ _ laisI-___PLand
The parameters used to calculate doses with MAX]GASP
are presented in Table 5-1. ' _ -] ]
4_
POPGASP ' -_ Animals
The calculations required by XOQDOQ and GASP/LR to
estimate population doses from atmospheric releases are
performed at SRS usin.o POPGASP, which calculates FigureS-2. Simplified Pathways Between Radioactive•- Materials Released to Ground or Surface Wa-
annual average _oundlevel air concentrations and annual ters and Man
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Table 5-1. Site- and Age-Specific Parameters for Atmospheric Releases
Demographic Data
Age Distribution, %
Ponulation Group _ _ _ Adults
80-km radius 555,100 18.6 I I. l 70.3
Maximum Individual (MAXIGASP)
Exposure Pathway _ _ _
Inhalation (m3/yr) 1400 3700 8000 8000
Ingestion
Cow's milk (L/yr) 244 244 297 230
Meat (kg/yr) 0 30 48 8 !
Leafy vegetables (kg/yr) 0 17 28 433
Fruits, grains, and other 0 276 334 276
vegetables (kg/yr)




Exposure Pathway _ _ _
Inhalation (mS/yr) 1400 3700 8000 8000
Ingestion
Cow's milk (L/yr) 186 186 218 120
Meat (kg/yr) 0 17 27 43
Leafy vegetables (kg/yr) 0 8.5 14 21
Fruits, grains, and other 0 163 205 171
vegetables (kg/yr)
External exposure 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Transmission factor for
shielding from buildings
• sports fish and commercial fish - internal dose from LADTAP estimates individual and population doses at
consumption of fish of Savannah River origin specific downstream locations. The only removal mecha-
o salt water invertebrates - internal close from consump- nism included in the transport model as it is used at SRS is
tion of shell fish of Savannah River origin radioactive decay. Since -'35U and 23aU are long-lived
• recreation - external dose from recreational activities in isotopes, this mechanism is not a significant consideration
and along the Savannah River (boating, swimming, and for uranium dose calculations.
shoreline activities)
• irrigation - internal dose from foods produced by irriga- The major assumption in the application of LADTAP to
tion with Savannah River water (there are currently no SRS releases is that liquid discharges undergo complete
known users of the river for this purpose) mixing in the Savannah River before reaching potentially
Uranium in the Savannah River Site Environment
exposed populations. The validity of this assumption is standardized input values are provided in LADTAP I1, SRS
supported by repeated measurements indicating complete calculations are performed with site-specific information to
mixing occurs in the river between the SRS and the the extent that is available. Summary tables of principal
Highway 301 sampling stations (Davis, Martin, and Todd, input values used in the SRS version of LADTAP II are
1989). shown in Table 5-2.
LADTAP II generates individual and populations doses for
ali of the exposure pathways identified previously. Though
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Table 5-2. Site- and Age-Specific Parameters for Liquid Releases (page 1 of 2)
Maximum Individual Dose Assessments (LADTAP II)
Site Parametf_
Savannah River flow rate at Highway 301, ft3/s 10,500 or measured average
Transit time from SRS to Savannah River, hr 24




Water consumption (L/yr) 260 (330) _ 260 (510) _ 260 (5 !0) _ 370 (730) _
Fish consumption (kg/yr) 0 6.0 !4.0 19
Shell fish consumption (kg/yr) 0 2.7 6.1 8
Recreation (person-hr/yr) 0 27 128 23
Swimming 0 10 50 8.9
Boating 0 25 117 21
" The values in parentheses are EPA parameters mandated for use when calculating maximum individual doses to
Beaufort-Jasper and Port Wentworth water users.
Population Dose Assessments (LADTAP II)
Site Parameters
Savannah River flow rate at Highww}, 301, ft3/s 10,500 or measured average
Transit time from SRS to Savannah .9.iver, hr 24
Transit time from SRS to water treatment plant, hr 72
Retention time in water treatment system_ hr 24
Shore width factor 0.2
River dilution in estuary 3
Aquatic food harvest (kg/yr)
Sport fish 35,000
Commercial fish 2,700
Salt water invertebrates 390,000
Age Distribution, %
population GrQ_p Size Child Teen Adult
80-Km radius 555,100 18.6 11.1 70.3
Beaufort-Jasper water users 50,000 21.0 10.0 69.0
Port Wentworth water users 15,000 0_0 0.0 !00.0
Uranium in the Savannah River Site Environment
Table 5-2. Site- and Age-Specific Parameters for Liquid Releases (page 2 of 2)
Average Individual
Human Parameters _ _ Teen Adult
Waster consumption (L/yr) 260 260 260 370
Fish consumption (k_yr) 0 2.9 6.8 9.0
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Verification of Models Using Monitoring Data
Atmospheric Releases 4oo- . Observed
The radionuclide concentrations predicted by XOQDOQ - " Predicted
are routinely compared with measured values of tritium
concentrations in air to evaluate the performance of the 300-
code. (Tritium is the only radionuclide released by SRS that
can be routinely detected offsite using conventional moni-
toring techniques.) Figure 5-3 shows a comparison of _ 200-
calculated and measured tritium oxide concentrations in air ue'_
at the site perimeter. Other comparisons of predicted and
measured concentrations have been made (Matter, 1984)
and have exhibited similar results. The available data 100- /
suggest calculated concentrations of tritium in air are t ,li,generally conservative estimates of actual offsite values. _t
/
--1 I I I 1 I I
Liquid. Releases 1984 1985 1986year19871988 1989
Figure 5-3. Predicted vs.MeasuredTritiumOxide Concen-
Comparisons of LADTAP-predicted tritium concentrations trations in Air at the Site Perimeter
with measured values are made for three downstream
locations that are important in terms of dose calculations: (l)
just below the SRS, (2) at the Beaufort-Jasper water Occasionally, special studies of uranium concentrations in
treatment plant, and (3) at the Port Wentworth water surface waters have been conducted. When sufficient data
treatment plant. These comparisonsprovideknown dilution are available, these measured uranium values have been
factors that enhance LADTAP's ability to predict the used to estimate the dose to the maximally exposed offsite
downstream concentration of otherradionuclides. Derived individual (Cummins et ai., 1990). At the downstream
flow rates used for dose assessments for the Beaufort-Jasper water treatment plants, though, uranium concentrations are
water users and the Port Wentworth water users were below the detection limits of conventional monitoring
calculated from measured flow rates at the USGS flow systems and must be estimated as described previously.
station at the Highway 301 crossing and measured tritium More detailed information on the nature and extent of
concentrations at ali three locations, studies of SRS stream systems may be found in the 1989
Annual Environmental Report (Cummins et al., 1990).
Uranium in the Savannah River Site Environment
SRSUranium Releasesasa Chemical Hazard
Concentrations of uranium in offsite air and surface water 250-
show no signs of SRS influence. Both environmental
compartments exhibit uranium concentrations that cannot
be distinguished from background levels in tris region. One 200"
onsite stream system has been impacted by site operations.
The processing of uranium in M Area has resulted in the
150-
release of significant quantities of uranium to Tims Branch,
a small stream which discharges into Upper Three Runs .._
Creek. The concentrations of uranium in Tims Branch ,, 100_ t t t
water and sediment, and the rate of offsite transport, are




u, She,SJu."RdC U_R St_l'C _R H_,'301""'
Figure 5-4 illustrates the uranium concentrations recently
measured in SRS streams. Sample results from the StreamSystem
Savannah River above (Shell Bluff) and below (Highway • abovesps ""_Lowsps thaw 199tl
301 ) the Site have been included to demonstrate the absence [ Key: 8DC s Beaver Dam Creek, U3R ,, Upper Three Runs Creek,ISteelC r. St elCreek.L3R_ LowerThreeRunsCreek J
of a significant impact on the SavannahRiver. Concentra-
tion values ranged from 36 to 280 picograms per milliliter Figure 5..4. Uranium Concentrations in Regional Stream
(pg/mL) with most values under 100 pg/mL. Systems Sampled Periodically from 8/89-6/90
In Figure 5-4, the influence of Tires Branch uranium on cally advanced monitoring techniques. The computer code
Upper Three Runs Creek is clearly observable. Though XOQDOQ therefore is routinely used to estimate annual
these concentrations are considerably higher than the other average concentrations at the Site perimeter. For 1989, the
stream systems, it should be noted that the highest Upper annual average uranium concentration was estimated as
Three Runs values are approximately 200 times lower than 1.73 x l0 "_2mg/m 3 (Cummins, ct.al., 1990). This value is
the drinking water standard of 40,000 pg/mL. Further, there many orders of magnitude lower than the most restrictive
are no known users of Savannah River water at this location exposure limits for uranium established by the three primary
or for dozens of kilometers further downstream, regulatory and advisory agencies in the United States on the
basis of chemical toxicity. The exposure limits recognized
by those agencies are included in Table 5-3.
Air Concentrations
Environmental airborne concentrations of uranium are
typically too low to be detected by even the most technologi-
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Table 5-3. Uranium Exposure Limits'"', mg/m -_
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
Soluble Insoluble Ali U
PEL (8-hr TWA) 0.05 0.2
STEL (any 15-rain period) 0.6
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
Soluble Insoluble Ali U
REL ( 10-hr TWA) 0.05 0.2
STEL 0.6
IDLH 20 30
American Conference of Governmental Industrial HygienisL_ (ACGIH)
Soluble Insoluble Ali U
TLV (8-hr "laOgA) 0.2
STEL 0.6
_"'Ali values based on chemical toxicity of uranium.
PEL = Permissible Exposure Limit
TWA = Time-Weighted Average
STEL = Short-Term Exposure Limit
REL = Recommended Exposure Limit
IDLH = Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health
TLV -- Threshold Limit Value
(ACGIH, 1988, 1990; NIOSH, 1985)
Uranium in the Savannah River Site Environment
SRSUranium Releasesas a RadiologicalHazard
Radiation dosimetry relates a unit intake of radioactivity to conversion factocs applicable to 2ssu and 2-_sUdose calcula-
dose received. SRS dose codes use internal dose conversion tions are listed in Table 5-4.
factors to calculate dose equivalents. The dose factors
prescribed for use by the DOE are typically expressed in
units ofrem/ tci. Impact of SRS Uranium Releases on
In this section, the 50-year committed effective dose the Offsite Population
equivalents (CEDEs) potentially received by individual The computer codes MAXIGASP, POPGASP, and LAD-
members of the offsite population from SRS uranium TAP II have twen used to calculate dose equivalents that
releases are presented. For populations, the environmental have been theoretically received by segments of the offsite
dose commitment (El)C) has been estimated. El)Cs are population from uranium. The results are shown in Tables
dose commitments which also take into account the 5-5 and 5-6 for doses attributable to atmospheric and liquid
long-term existence, and potential build-up, of releases, respectively. Liquid releases have consistently
radionuclides in various environmental compartments. At exceeded atmospheric release levels, and this trend is
SRS, 100-year EDCs are used. reflected in the doses to the offsite populations reported in
the tables.
DOE Internal Dose Factors Uranium releases to streams have been a mixture of natural
uranium (0.72% '-35U,1.52 Ci) Slightly enriched uranium
To calculate the committed dose equivalent to specific body (0.84% '-ssU, 7.78 Ci) and depleted uranium (0.2% 2ssU,
organs and the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) 15.38 Ci). To be conservative, the doses were calculated
to an individual, SRS dose codes access dose factor and presented in Tables 5.5 and 5-6 as though ali the releases
libraries. The libraries contain radionuclide-specific and were natural uranium.
exposure pathway-specific factors which express the
50-year committed dose that would result from the intake of
a unit quantity of radioactivity. Internal dose factors for age Doses from Atmospheric Releases
groups other than adults are not currently available, but are
under development. As shown in Table 5-5, the largest effective dose equivalent
received occurred in 1955, the year atmospheric uranium
The DOE dose factors are based on the ICRP models releases peaked. The dosetothe"maximum" individual for
described in Chapter4 ofthis report (ICRP, 1979). Dosesto 1955 was on the order of 0.2 torero. ("Maximum"
the offsite population from SRS uranium releases, as individuals are hypothetical persons who live at the SRS
presented later in this Chapter, were calculated using the boundary at the location of highest exposure and subsist on
1988 version of the DOE dose factors (DOE, 1988). The diets of locally produced milk, meat, and vegetables. No
Table 5-4. DOE Dose Conversion Factors for Uranium, mrem/pCi
Inhalation Ingestion
Lungs 1.0 x I0° N/A
Bone surfaces N/A 3.7 x 10-s
CEDE* 1.2 x 10-t 2.5 x 104 (_sU)
2.3 x 10"_ (-_ssU)
* CEDE = 50-year committed effective dose equivalent.
(DOE, 1988)
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Table 5-5. Offsite Doses from Atmospheric Releases of Natural Uranium
Site Perimeter CEDE (b) EDC (c)
Release mrem person-rem
Year Ci/yr (a) Max lhd Average Ind 80-km Pop
1955 3.06e-01 0.166 0.152 !0.53
1956 I. 19e-01 0.065 0.059 4.09
1957 2.25e-03 0.001 0.001 0.08
1958 1.60e-03 0.001 0.001 0.06
!959 7.15e-03 0.004 0.004 0.25
1960 2.00e-02 0.011 0.010 0.69
1961 1.02e-02 0.006 0.005 0.35
1962 8.86e-03 0.005 0.004 0.30
1963 3.15e-02 0.017 0.016 1.08
!964 5.55e-02 0.030 0.028 ! .9 l
1965 5. !8e-02 0.028 0.026 ! .78
!966 2.06e-02 0.011 0.010 0.7 l
1967 1.92e-02 0.010 0.0 !0 0.66
!968 2.67e-02 0.014 0.013 0.92
1969 6.87e-02 0.037 0.034 2.36
1970 !.66e-02 0.009 0.008 0.57
!971 5. !7e-03 0.003 0.003 0.18
1972 7.73e-03 0.004 0.004 0.27
!973 5. I !e-03 0.003 0.003 0. !8
!974 8.67e-03 0.005 0.004 0.30
!975 4.73e-03 0.003 0.002 0.16
1976 4.97e-03 0.003 0.002 0. !7
1977 1.57e-03 0.001 0.001 0.05
1978 3.06e-03 0.002 0.002 0. l 1
1979 2.44e-03 0.001 0.001 0.08
1980 4.01 e-03 0.002 0.002 0.14
1981 6.07e-03 0.003 0.003 0.2 l
!982 9.15e-03 0.005 0.005 0.3 l
1983 4.47e-03 0.002 0.002 0.15
1984 2.19e-03 0.001 0.t301 0.08
1985 2.54e-03 0.001 0.001 0.09
1986 1.57e-03 0.001 0.001 0.05
1987 8.52e-03 0.005 0.004 0.29
1988 1.47e-03 0.001 0.001 0.05
1989 5.05e-03 0.003 0.003 0.17
Z 8.54e-01 0.464 0.426 29.38
(a) Release data from Cummins, Hetrick, and Martin, 1991.
(b) CEDE = committed effective dose equivalent.
(c) EDC = environmental dose commitment.
such individuals are known to exist.) The cumulative dose living in the Central Savannah Rivet Area as a result of SRS
to this individual for the period 1955-1989 has been atmospheric uranium releases. Nevertheless, the cumula-
estimated as 0.5 torero, tive dose of 0.5 mrem is substantially below the current EPA
limit on annual dose, l0 mrern (EPA. 1989a). Additionally,
This value is believed to represent a bounding case dose the cumulative dose is below the ! mrem/yr value recog-
unlikely to have been received by any individual actually nized by the National Council on Radiation Protection and
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Measurements (NCRP) as a negligible individual risk level equivalents have beencalculated for a "maximum" individ-
(NCRP, 1987). ual livingjust below SRSwho subsists on a dietof untreated
Savannah River water and fish of Savannah River origin.
Because the contribution of SRS uranium releases to any Such doses are believed to represent the bounding case for
one individual's total radiation dose is so small, it is liquid uranium releases. Drinking water doses have been
necessary to pool the radiation exposures from a given calculated for a "maximum" individual at the downstream
population if an assessment of potential health risks is water treatment plants (WTPs), and for the populations
desired. The populationdose within an 80-kilometer radius served by those WTPs.
is a figure-of-merit frequently Used to make such an
assessment. Table 5-6 shows that the maximum dose to the "maximum"
individual occurred in 1967, a year of relatively high
The population doses reported in Table 5-5 are based on uranium releases. The CEDE to this individual for that
!980 census data (555,100 people within 80 km) andcurrent year's release rate has been estimated as 0.15 mrem. If these
meteorological and dose factor data. If it is assumed that hypothetical exposure conditions are used as the bounding
this population has lived in the SRS vicinity throughout the case for the 35-year period of uranium discharges, the
period of site operation, the total collective effective dose cumulative dose to the maximum individual would be onthe
received by that population from atmospheric uranium order of 0.6 mrem. Conversely, for the case of the
releases would be approximately 30 person-rem. As "maximum" individual exposed through a downstream
indicated in Table 5-5, this value is dominated by the water treatment plant, the cumulative dose estimate is 0.4
contribution from 1955. torero. In either case, the current radiation protection
standards andguidelines of theEPA and DOE have notbeen
The risks associated with this collective dose are quite exceeded.
small. The ICRP risk estimate for the number of excess fatal
cancers potentially induced by a collective dose of 30 With respect to the effect of liquid uranium releases on the
person-rem is 0.02. Conversely, in that population, at the populations downstream of the SRS, drinking water doses
current fatal cancer frequency of !6% (EPA, 1989b), there for users of the Beaufort-Jasper, SC (51,000 customers)and
will be on the order of 90,000 fatal cancers from ali other the Port Wentworth, GA (20,000 customers) water treat-
causes. Therefore, a causal relationship between any of the mentplants have also beencalculated. The Beaufort-Jasper
cancer deaths occurring in this population and the releases plant services residential areas and, therefore, provides
of uranium to the atmosphere from the SRS _.simpossible to full-scale domestic water service. The Port Wentworth
establish, facility serves a commercial complex inwhich contact with
treated Savannah River water is possible for industrial
workers who consume tap water.
Doses from Liquid Releases
If the cumulative effective doses received by both of these
Dose equivalents potentially received by downstream populations are summed, the collective dose equivalent
consumers of Savannah River water and fish are shown in would be about 8 person-rem. Using the ICRP risk factor,
Table 5-6. The dose calculations are based on the total the predicted impact of this collective dose is an estimated
number of curies of natural Uranium released directly to 0.004 excess fatal cancers in a population of 71,000
onsite streams from SRS operations. The release levels people--! i,400 of whom,at thecurrent fatal cancer rate, are
reflect contributions from al! known effluents. Dose projected to succumb to cancer from ali other sources.
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Table 5-6. Offsite Doses from Liquid Releases of Natural Uranium
River B-J PW Max Ind Dose, mrem (c) WTP Pop Dose Total
Flow Derived Derived person-rem/c)Id) Pop
Release Rate _, Flow Flow Below B-J PW B-J PW Dose,
301 Rate Rate person-
Year Ci/yr (a) (cfs)(a) (cfs)(a)(b) (cfs)(a) SRS WTP WTP WTP WTP rem
{d)(e)
1955 7.00e-02 5,974 -- 7,528 0.003 -- 0.002 -- 0.014 0.014
! 956 5.20e-01 6.309 -- 7,949 0.020 -- 0.013 -- 0.099 0. I01
! 957 1.05e-O I 8,312 _ 10,473 0.003 -- 0.002 _ 0.015 0.016
! 958 3.60e-02 I 1.038 -- 13,908 0.00 ! -- 0.001 _ 0.004 0.004
! 959 3.90e-02 9.748 _ !2,283 0.001 _ 0.001 _ 0.005 0.005
1960 1.10e-01 13.112 m 16,521 0.002 _ 0.001 m 0.010 0.010
1961 i.lOe-OI 10.909 _ 13,745 0.002 -- 0.002 _ 0.012 0.012
1962 5.30e-0 ! 10,580 _ !3,33 i 0.012 _ 0.008 -- 0.060 0.062
1963 1.95e+00 i1.138 -- 14,034 0.043 _ 0.028 _ 0.211 0.215
! 964 4.96e-0 i 20.497 _ 25,826 0.006 -- 0.004 _ 0.029 0.030
1965 9.00e-O! 12.785 28.254 16,109 0.017 0.006 0.01 i 0.161 0.085 0.248
1966 4.44e+00 i 1. i75 i8,376 14.080 0.097 0.048 0.063 1.225 0.479 1.7 i4
1967 6.42e+00 ' 10,573 22.066 13.322 0.148 0.058 0.096 i.475 0.733 2.222
1968 4.21e+00 9,624 16,615 12,126 0.107 0.051 0.069 1.285 0.528 1.823
1969 1.26e+00 10,945 22.034 13 790 0.028. 0.011 0.018 0.290 0. !39 0.43 !
i970 6.82e-01 8.208 27,280 10 342 0.020 0.005 0.0 i3 0.127 0. 100 0.229
1971 3.48e-01 10,686 43,977 ! 3 464 0.008 0.002 0.005 0.040 0.039 0.080
!972 3.90e-0 ! 11,235 27,385 14 156 0.008 0.003 0.006 0.072 0.042 0. I 15
1973 2.19e-O I 14,43 i 23,462 !6 544 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.047 0.020 0.068
1974 3.49e-01 11,101 22.598 13 182 0.008 0.003 0.005 0.078 0.040 0.119
1975 4.4 !e-O 1 15.408 30,978 18987 0.007 0.003 0.005 0.072 0.035 O.!08
i976 3.63e-0 i i3.914 35, i 72 16660 0.006 0,002 0.004 0.052 0.033 0.086
1977 8.44e-01 11,646 19,841 15306 0.018 0.009 0.011 0.216 0.084 0.301
!978 5.59e-02 10.522 24,332 ! i 450 0.001 <0.0(3,1 0.001 0.012 0.007 0.019
1979 6.40e-02 13,252 34,937 17.469 0.001 <0,.001 0.001 0.009 0.006 0.015
1980 !.89e-0 ! 13,202 30,464 172 !9 0.003 0.001 0.002 0.031 0.017 0.048
!98 i 1.7 !e-O l 6,599 11.698 8,579 0.006 0.003 0.004 0.074 0.030 0.105
1982 4.21e-02 7.169 19,594 10,135 0.001 <0.001 0.001 0.011 0.006 0.017
1983 1.73e-02 12,348 ! 2,760 i4,723 <0.001 <0.00 i <0.00 i 0.007 0.002 0.009
1984 9.70e-03 12,759 26..368 17,196 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.002 0.001 0.003
1985 1.35e-03 7,167 9,290 8,959 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.001 <0.001 0.001
!986 4.39e-02 6,175 8,305 7,526 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.027 0.009 0.036
1987 5.a9e-03 8,955 13,219 12,619 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.002 0.001 0.003
1988 5.49e-03 5.364 7,463 7,152 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0,004 0.001 0.005
1989 4.25e-04 7,832 8,462 8,650 <(3.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0,001 <0.001
(13 (13 (f)
Z 25.44 10,297 21,797 13,296 0.58 0.21 0.38 5.32 2.90 8.27
(a) Release data from Cummins. Hetrick, and Martin, 1991. Flow rates based on USGS data at Highway 301 for the maximum
individual below the Site. Ali other doses calculated from flow rates derived from tritium data.
(b) The Beaufort-Jasper water treatment plant began operation in 1965.
(c) Individual doses are CEDEs (committed effective dose equivalents).
(d) Drinking water contribution only. Population doses are CEDEs.
(e) Includes contributions from fish consumption, invertebrate consumption, shoreline habitation, recreational use. and water
consumption.
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Summary
A review of historical release data indicates that SRS the assessment is based on the chemical or radiological
contributions to uranium concentrations in the offsite hazards potentially associated with uranium compounds.
environment have been too small to present a significant No adverse health effects from SRS uranium releases for the
human health risk. This conclusion appears valid whether period 1955-1989 have been detected or are anticipated.
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Chapter 6.
Environmental Monitoring Of Concentrations
And Releases
Environmentalmonitoring for uraniumat SRS is carried out as part of special research
programsas well as theroutineeffluent and environmentalmonitoring. As of 1989, samples
analyzedforuraniumincludedairfiltersamples from bothonsite andoffsite,watermonitoring
forseveral streamsonsite andthree locationsoffsite, groundwater(wells), and foodsamples.
Effluent monitorsare located at several atmosphericand aquatic locations, and these have
been returning data for several years (Chapter 2). As uranium is a ubiquitous, naturally
occurringradionuclideof very low specific activity, therewas no specific measurementof
uraniumreleases duringthe early yearsof operation. While accountabilityprocedureswere
used to controlthe losses of _sU enricheduranium,only gross alphacountingwas used for
most of the environmentalanalysis. Monitoringof environmentaluraniumaway from the
release pointshas been carriedout since the early 1970s but not with the regularityof the
effluent releasepoints. This has provento bea particularlydifficultaspect of environmental
analysis workbecause itis frequentlyimpossible to differentiatebetween naturaluyaniumin
the soil, uranium in ash from fossil fueled utilities, and uranium which may ofigi:_ from
SRS.
Results from environmentalmonitoringfor uraniumarereleased to the public on _ _r_aual
basis in theSavannah River Site Environmental Report.
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Methods Of Detection
Uranium can be detected with either chemical or nuclear electroplating or by direct evaporation of the solution. Once
methods. Chemically, there are a number of reactions that the sample has been mounted, it is placed under a calibrated
are specific to uranium that generate a colored compound, detector that is able to differentiate between the alpha
The uranium concentration is determined by measurement energies and detect the presence of uranium based on the
of the absorption of light at a specific wavelength. Though unique alpha energies.
relatively widely used, these methods are rarely sensitive
enough for use at SRS. Recently, a new method of uranium analysis has been
employed at SRS. This method makes use of the fluores-
Detection of uranium can also be accomplished by neutron cence of uranium compounds under laser light. The
activation and analysis of the gamma radiation emitted by instrument measures the amount of fluorescent light emitted
the activated products. While this method has high when the sample solution is struck by a laser of the correct
sensitivity, it requires a large amount of equipment which wavelength. By the use of sophisticated electronic treat-
must be heavily shielded, ment of this signal, a concentration value for the uranium
present in the sample is determined. Although the laser
The method of detection most commonly used at SRS is system is incapable of differentiating between the various
alpha spectrometry. The three principal isotopes of uranium isotopes of uranium as the alpha spectrometer is, this system
listed previously are alpha emitters with characteristic possesses almost the same level of sensitivity and does not
energies of 4.197 MeV (2-asU),4.40 MeV (235U),and 4.776 require as much sample preparation. This analysis method
MeV (2-_U). These are accompanied by weak gamma is currently being used in some areas and may displace the
emissions, but the alpha activity is normally used for use of alpha spectrometry for much of the environmental
identification purposes. A fraction of the collected sample monitoring where information concerning the isotopic
is dissolved if necessary and purified by solvent extraction, composition of a sample is not required.
The uranium is then deposited on a metal disk either by
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Atmospheric Monitoring
Atmospheric releases of uranium, such as a release that Portions of the filter extracts from the onsite locations are
might occur at separation areas or fuel/target fabrication analyzed directly while aliquots of the perimeter and
facilities, are most likely to consist of uranium in a twenty-five•ilo radius samples are composited for analy-
particulate form. Unlike iodine, uranium and its salts have sis. Should any of the composited samples show excessive
no significant vapor pressure. The boiling points for levels of uranium, the remaining aliquots of the original
uranium compounds are far too high to be reached in any samples can be analyzed to find the particular station that
portion of the separations or fabrication facilities. For this had elevated activity levels.
reason, the atmospheric releases of uranium do not migrate
to the extent that tritium or other gaseous radionuclides do.
South Carolina
Separation and Fabrication Facilities Aiken • N
Health Protection Operations (HP•) maintains sampling Augusta'L. •
streams for both separation lines (F and H Area) and the
fabrication facility, M Area. Sample streams of atm•s- _mFm •_ Williston
/ 1 •Denmark
pheric effluent are taken just prior to the flow leaving the • e_ •stack and tering th atmos here. This repr _;e tativ _ •_/- 0•
fraction of the stack gas is then passed through a particulate • _ •" -_ Barnwell
filtering system that recovers any entrained material. The "-_ 'Savannah , __ •
filters are then leached with nitric acid and the uranium is River \ • j-._,
Waynesboro _'_ _• tlselectively recovered by solvent extraction for alpha --'l,.
spectral analysis. • --_ •
Georgia / Allendale
• 0,._,_,_,10 e_.
Open Air Monitoring Kilometers
Samplers are located at five locations onsite, 14 locations at • Onsite Monitor Stations
the site perimeter, and another 12at locations approximately • Site Perimeter Monitor Stations• 25-Mile (40-km) Radius Monitor Station_
twenty-five mile from the site (25 mile radius locations). Mg_bOS-_.os
The various sampling locations are shown in Figure 6-1. Figure 6-1. SRS Air Monitoring Locations
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Water Monitoring
Surfaceandgroundwatersourcesaremonitoredforuranium oxide, UO.,, which is essentially insoluble. Sampling of
onSRS. The purpose ofmonitoring in both cases is to detect streams is carried out by one of several methods: Many
any possibJe transport of material offsite to points where it locations have paddle-wheel samplers that are powered by
might be introduced into the food chain or otherwise the stream flow and sample at a rate proportional to the
ingested by the population. At present ali groundwater stream flow. Other methods used for sampling of streams
wells are located on SRS while surface water monitors are and outfalls are electric (Brailsford®) pumps, and dip
located onsite, along the Savannah River, and at three river samples. The paddle-wheel and pump methods provide an
locations down stream of SRS. Sampling frequency for integrated sample over time while the dip sample is simply a
these sites varies from weekly to annually, depending on the grab sample for that particular time. The integrated samples
location, generated by the automatic samplers are collected on a
weekly basis. These samplers are gradually being replaced
by microprocessor controlled samplers, which constantly
Uranium In Surface Water measure the actual flow of the stream and change the
sampling rate proportionally.
Uranium releases to streams can be either particulate
material or dissolved uranium salts. Uranium metal itself is Samples are collected on a weekly basis at the sites indicated
water reactive and is immediately oxidized to uranium in Figure 6-2. The major streams, Upper Three Runs Creek,
.................. .> ......
.... .. ..... ' U3R-278/ ............... " .,'.
• " _ _O'%-,"-..._i ,
'. '_'11-5 a Par Pond ',
, 'o°'rtl anc. *'_ are : ....... South
..... _It__%_,_ ; Carolina
... _,_I.#Y,,,_ I,o_'_,- _ik .:.%k _ _le _ _ .,"'_.,_ f- " _.,.)- / - _i, "k •
E ¢'C,_ 3R2
Georgia ,_e c .''_- ":
Iu, _:i_._.'_." ( a\J I ._........' O\: Scalein Miles
• _..._ _y. j,,, ,:_,




Figure 6-2. Surface Water Monitoring Locations
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Lower Three Runs Creek, Four Mile Creek, Steel Creek, sample is removed from the sampler and treated with a small
Pen Branch, and Beaver Dam Creek, are all monitored as are amount of nitric acid to preserve the mineral content. A 1.5
some of the smaller tributaries. Samplers are also main- mL aliquot is removed from the sample, l mL of a uranium
tained in the outfali streams from the areas, and, in some specific complexing compound is added, and the concentra-
cases, constant flow monitors are located on the source lines tion determined by comparison of the sample fluorescence
within the facilities themselves, to blanks and National Institute of Science and Technology
(NIST) standards.
The Savannah River is sampled by paddle-wheel samplers
at eight locations. The sampler locations are: (!) above Additional samples are collected from varieus area effluent
SRS, (2) above the Plant Vogtle outlet, (3) below the Plant outfalls located onsite. An outfall is the termination of a
Vogtle outlet, (4 and 5) at Steel Creek landing (2 samplers), trade waste drain, a storm drain or other runoff that is
(6) Little Hell landing, and (7 and 8) Highway 301 bridge (2 permitted on a normal basis without extensive holding and
samplers), pretreatment. Samples are usually not collected at the point
where the drainage pipe ends but somewhat downstream in a
After water samples are collected, the uranium is separated canal or drainage ditch.
by one of two methods.
(1) Triisooctyl amine (TIOA) method: The uranium(along Uranium In Ground Water
with the plutonium) is extracted from one liter of water
using a solution of TIOA in xylene. The organic layer, Although monitoring ofvoss alpha activity commenced in
which contains the uranium and plutonium, is processed and the early 1950s, uranium in groundwater hz c_aly been
plated onto a planchet. The sample is then counted in a gas monitored at SRS since 1986. There are 260 weiis on site
flow proportional counter for twenty minutes followed by a that are currently monitored for uranium content out of a
count on an alpha spectrometer for 70,000 seconds, total of approximately 1200 wells that are used for
environmental monitoring. Wells are selected for uranium
(2) Hexone method: In this method, the uranium (along sampling based on proximity to facilities such as former
with the plutonium) is extracted from a liter of water using seepage basins, separation buildings, or waste treatment
hexone. The hexone fraction, which contains the uranium projects.
and plutonium, is plated onto a planchet. The sample is then
counted in a gas flow proportional counter for twenty Samples are obtained by either bailing or pumping water
minutes followed by a count in an alpha spectrometer for from the wells in accordance with accepted EPA methods.
70,000 seconds. These two separation methods are used for Any well exhibiting elevated levels of uranium is monitored
the outfall and the stream samples, either annually or semiannually based on activity levels.
Wells showing only background levels of uranium are
A limited number of water samples, generally from Tires monitored less frequently. Analysis of well water samples
Branch, are analyzed for uranium on a weekly basis by using is carried out by solvent extraction and alpha spectrometry
laser fluorescence. In this case, the weekly composite as described previously for surface water samples.
6-4 920208J.MPB
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Uranium In Foods
Though the primary source for uranium in the food chain is •" Aiken South Carolina N
the uranium found in phosphate fertilizers (Chapter I ), food , Isamples are collected in the areas surrounding SRS and Augusta-.._ • ,2
analyzed for uranium content. This program was started in , • 4
the early 1960s. •,0( , I .........._ Williston
i Denmark
Food samples are collected at six locations, shown in Figure (.J / ,3
6-3, in a twenty-five mile radius surrounding the site. The • 9 Savannah_'_. s'e6 Barnwel_
food-stuffs collected usually consist of collards, fruits, River _ '
grain, corn, chicken, eggs, pork, and beef. The collection Waynesboro _ ._/.l-'_
locations are shown on the map in Figure 6-3. Samples are _- .c--._ • ,4
collected from these locations either on a quarterly, monthly • a \_,:'"2
or annual basis. Food samples are either ashed, homoge- / Allendalez\
nized,, or lyophilized to produce an extract that can be Georgia 0 10 • "
dissolved and subjected to chemical separation and alpha Kilomet_ers
spectrometry.
I • FoodSampleLocationsl
Figure 6-3. Food Sample Locations
Uranium in the Savannah River Site Environment
Data Reporting
Data collected from environmental monitoring is reported
quarterly on an internal basis and externally in the annual
Environmental Monitoring Report.
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